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ABSTRACT
Wave Propap;ation in Negative Resistance Media
When an e1eotromagnetio wave enters a medium having an effective
negative resistanoe, it may be expected to grow spatially. The conditions
under which such growth may be observed are examined, and an experimental
regime ohosen where it should be possible to observe these effeots.
Suoh observations can throw light not only upon the negative resistance
travelling wave amplification process, but also upon the transport process
giving rise to the host negative resistanoe. The experimental work is
therefore divided between a stu~ of a new negative differential
conductivity prooess recently discovered in n-Ge and 8 stu~ of the
negative resistanoe travelling wave amplification prooess in GaAs.
The diagnostio measurements upon n-Ge provide new data relating to
the negative resistanoe process in that material~ data such as the
maximum negative slope mobility of 300 cm2/V.seo. at 77°K (B / / <100»
the threshold eleotrio field for N.D.C. of 2.95 XY/cm. (E //<100»), and
the oeiling frequency of 5 GHz beyond whioh N.D.C. dissappears, all
ot which have been subsequently corroberated by other workers.
Observations of the emission speotrum from GaAs, when the amplified
eleotromagnetio wave begins to experienoe round trip gain within the
specimen oavity, have allowed some fairly detailed disoussion to be
undertaken concerning the nature of the emission process, which rely upon
careful measurements ot the speotral power and line width. Although the
maximum pulse power observed of 4 mW is low, such observations of emission
do provide a new meohanism by whioh miorowave power may be extracted from
a suitably biased material having a negative differential oonductivity.,
Finally, attention is diraotad towards some potent1all1 profitable
areas for future work.
-11-
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1. HISTORICAL stmVEY : ThA Concept of" WrtVO Propt'.cation
in Net~ntive Resistance !.!edia, fI.ndt:l. Description of
Suit::l.ble~.!edi~
In this section both the backeround information and the
direction of thought which has stimulated the present work is
reviewed. During the course of this discussion we ranee over three
fields of work which are, at first sieht, only linked by the loosest
of bonds. These are: firstly, the quest for a solid state analoeue
of the travelling wave tuba; seoondly, the relevant portion of a
huge boqy of work upon the strong negative differential conductivity
existing in Ga-As; finally, we review the microwave emission from
n-Ge whioh was discovered at about the time of the oommencement of
this work.
1.1 The ~lest for Solid State Travellins Wave Amrlitication
For a number of years now there has been a preoccupation amonGst
many workers with the hope that it might fall to them to disoover the
high frequency solid state amplifier which would finally replace the
travelling wave tube (~,1T). Not unnaturally, most of the thuucine
has been along the lines of a direct analogue to tho ~,'lT. Attention
has been focused upon semioonduotors beoause of the high eleotron drift
velooities which can be achieved whilst maintaining the aocompanyinG
power dissipation within acoeptable bounds. The host of waves known
to propagate in semiconduotors have each, it would seem, been subjected
to high electric fields in the search for amplification. Helicon waves~1)
AlfV6n waves(2), helical waves(3), space charge(4) and dipolar space
charge waves(5), spin waves(6), acoustic(1) and optic Phonons(8), have
all been studied during this searoh. Sucoess has however been minimal;
the only real suocess being with the acoustio amplifier, and even here
upper frequenoy limits are so low that transistor amplifiers still offer
superior performance.
In some cases the reason for this lack ot suocess can be hinted at.
Most of the drift/wave interactions have a gain threshold which is
determined by the relative magnitude of the eleotron drift velooity and
the phase velocity of the wave as in the TWT. However many of the waves
cited (plasma waves in particular) aocelerate in the presenoe of a
biasing eleotrio field. ConsequentlY any attempt to achieve synchronism
between drifting eleotrons and an aooompanying wave may be unexpeotedly
difficult, necessitating very high power dissipation within the
semiconductor sample. Even if, at this ste·se, synohronism is achieved,
the free carriers have usually entered the hot electron regime, and the
-2-
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simple oold eleotron model, so often employed in this work, is invalid.
It was within this context of diseillusionment with synchronous
instability that the present work oommenced. One was forced to ask if
an alternative class of instability could be conceived of, and immediately
the possibility of wave propacation in a negative resistance medimn was
introduced. It 1s this intuitively obvious amplification mechanism with
which we shall be concerned here. A fundamental difficulty is, of course,
encountered when a suitable total negative resistance medium is soueht.
(See upper diagram in Figure 1). So far as the present author is aware ,
the only such mechanism, proposed by Stocker(9), haa only recently been
(9a)demonstrated experimentally • However, a number of materials are now
known which exhibit negative differential conductivity. (Lower
diagram in Figure 1). It was therefore proposed that one of these
materials be biased into their region of negative differential conductivHy,
when an incident wave will behave as if entering a material having a
total negative conductivity. (This statement is examined in detail in
Seotion 2). The lower portion of Figure 1 shows sohematically how a
suitably polarised osoillating field may be viewed as superimposed upon
the biasing field.
Similar lines of thought have been pursued by other workers. For
(10)example, Midford and Eowers have launched a transverse electro-
magnet ic wave through a silicon Impatt device, and Rob Inson and Kino (11)
have launohed space charce waves in a Gunn device which was stable acalllst
domain formation. Each of these sets of workers have achieved eain,
and the space oharge wave amplifier ha.s now been studied extensivel}12,13,14).
The present work has followed an intermediate path, fOcussinG
attention upon the propagation of a transverse eleotrio wa.ve within two
-3-
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different materials (n-Ge and GaAs) which both exhibit a negative
differential conductivity. It is shown in subsequent seotions that
wave amplifioation oan be obtained in both materials. In addition
osoillation is demonstrated under suitable feed-baok oonditions, and it
is shown that the propagating transverse eleotromagnetio wave may be
employed as a diacnostio tool with whioh to stu~ the negative
differential oondu·otivity phenomenon.
1.2 Ner,atlve Differential Conductivity in Gallium Arsenide
In 1961 Ridley and Watkins(15) first disoussed the possibility
of negative resistanoe effects occurring in semio?nduotors. The thoughtl3
of these two authors together with those of Hilsum(16) oonoerning the
application of suoh effeots laid the foundation for observations of
miorowave emission to be made by Gunn(11) a few years later.
The proposed negative resistance meohanism was based upon a
combination of features of the eleotronio energy band struoture whioh
oan ooour in semiconducting materials. Attention was fooused upon the
details of the behaviour of eleotrons in a material having a light m~ss
oonduotion band edge and olose to it, but a little higher in enereY, a
heavy mass minimum ( (ii) in Figure 2A). Eleotrons in the lower light
mass minimum ( (i) in Figure 2A), are then expeoted to exhibit a la.rge
mobility in oomparison to any in the upper heavy mass minimum. Hm./ovor,
the energy separation of the lower and the upper minima (~t ) is to be
such that at room temperature there are few if Rn1 eleotrons in the upper
minimum. Thus at room temperature the observed velooity field curve is
expeoted to be oharaoterisod by eleotrons exolusively oonfined to the
band edge (Figure 213).
As the applied electrio field is increased, the lieht electrons
gain energy rapidly from the eleotrio field owinB to their hiGh mobility,
-4-.
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(energy/oarrier/ sec • fA E2) and at quite modest eleotrio fields it is
possible for the electrons to assume a very hieh mean energy.
(15000K) ( 18) so that, althoueh Ll E »k"T, the electrons may never-the-
less begin to transfer to the upper minimum. Let us assume that at
some defined field strength a oatastrophio total eleotron transfer ocours.
Then the observed external velocity field ourve must ohange from that
oharacteristio of the light mass minimum ( (i) in Figure za) to one
oharaoteristio of the heavy mass minimum ( (ii) in Figure ZS). The
averl'1,cevelooity-field oharacteristic resul tine from such a transfer is
shown dotted in Figure 2B and is seen to demand a reduction in current
density and therefore a region of finite negative differential
conduotivity (Nne) beyond a threshold field ET' This, then,is the
immediate intuitive explanation of the negative differential conductivity
to be exploited here, and is seen to be based upon a non-equivalent
intervalley scattering meohanism; the transferred electron mechanism.
*GalliUIl Arsenide is one of a number of materials which may be
expeoted to have a suitable conduotion band structure for observation of
the Ridley-Watkins-Rilsum negative differential resistanoe. As shown in
Figure 3, at the oentre of the Brillouin zone we encounter the band edes
with a small effeotive mass of 0.061 ID (19) where m is the free electrono 0
mass. At the edges of the Brillouin zone in the (100) direction there are
three further conduction band minima, about'0.35 eV (20) above the
conduotion band edge. These are thought to have a mass of 0.35 m byo
------------------------------------
* Other materials
InP (22), CdTe (23),
~_S,/(114J
in which the Gunn effect haa been observed are ~" ~
GaAsP (24) alloys and InAs under suffioient ,
uniaxial strain to prevent impact ioniaation(25). In the case of In?
it is now proposed that the mechanism is in fact a "three level" variant
upon the Gunn effect(26). Never-the-1eas it remains an electron
transfer phenomenon.
_e::_
comparison with GaP which is a similar material but has the (100) minima
at the band edee where they may be readily studied.
When GUl1n first observed (17) microwave emission frOllGaAs it
was not immediately attributed to the transferred electron mechanism.
However, there is now no doubt that Gunn Is observations are due to
the Ridley-\7atkins-Hilsum mechanism. Overwhelming justification for this
identification are for example, in the variations of the threshold field
with strain, temperature and alloying, and the class of materials fro~
which precisely similar emission (18) is to be observed.
1.2.1 The Electronic Tra.ns1')ortPJ"ocesa
Rather than folloVi further the historical development of
the transferred electron mechanism we set out a more detailed aCOOtD1t
of the relevant principles which underly it. \'10 beein by d.escribine
the transport process giving rise to the instability.
It is common to write the drift velocity (v) in tenns of
an average over the contributions from various valleys, thus
where Pi is the mobility in the ith valley containi~ ni free
electrons, and E is the applied electric field intensity.
It 1s the behaviour of the electron system within the ith
valley which fixes u... v.IE. Their behaviour is summa.rized
13, 1
•
by the Boltzmann equation. In a multi-valley system this is
conveniently written as
e.- \ (~fi (k) \) + _ ...... )
Scatt 11 ~ t Scatt ij
where f Qs,) is the eleotron distribution funotion in valley i,
~ being the eleotron wave veotor. The second and third terms
here describe the effects of intra-valley and intervalley
scattering events respectively, and these remain to be desoribed.
We oonsider soattering by phonons first of all. The contribution
~f.'(k)
to L due to eleotron scattering from a state at k to states
~t , ,
at all k for which k - ~ is equal to the phonon wave-vector is
-2JJ- ~, ,t ,L , f <£) (1 - f(ls. ) 13<1s.,~ ) N f(E(k) - € (5)k .
+ pr~. f Qs,') (1 - f <1s.j 13~.~') 11d (E ~) - €: <l') - to; (ls. - ~'»)
n k ,
In these expressions t Ck)
normalised so that Ifi~)
the electron distribution function is
d k ...n., number of electrons par unlt
- l.
th fl? • )volt~e of the crystal in the i valley. B~I ~ is a p~rnmeter
second describes electron transfer from a hisher anerGY state by
whioh specifies the strength of scattering between the states at,
k and k. Tha first term on the rieht hand aide describes electron
transfer to a higher energy state by absorption of a phonon, the
stimulated and spontaneous phonon emission, the third describes
electron transfer to a lower energy state by stimulated and
-7-
spontaneous phonon emission and the fourth describes electron
transfer from a lower energy state by absorption.
The expression can be approximated to
, "
,~ ,
- E (!£ ) - nW {J£ - 1£ )
,
In the case of inter-valley scattering all states le lie
in a valley which is not equivalent to the one in whf.ch the state
k is found, whilst in the case of intra-valley scattering k and
•k lie in the same valley.
Intra-valley scatterll1g is dominated in pure materiRl by,
polar optic modes at low fields (21) and by acoustic phonons at hiehor
fields, the polar mode scattering havine become weak owine to the
•large (~ - 1$ ) ranee of ls. vectors now encountered. Phonons which
may provide ~ conservation in intra-valley scattering processes are
of oourse those lying near the oentre of the 13rillouin zone where
the optical mode energy is approximately independent of the ~ vector
and Bii (~~') is knO\7n in this approximation(21). Similarly the
scattering term for acoustic phonon scattering is known under
simplifying assumptions of isotropic Valleys(28).
Inter-valley scattering can be neglected at low fields, the
intra-valley scattering within the oentral minimum being dominant.
At higher fields it becomes important, of necessity. The phonon
involved in this process is determined by the symmetry of the initial
and final states(21a). If the satellite minima are at the edGe of
the zone (as is believed to be the case) then the L.O. phonon is
involved, whilst, if the satellite valleys lie ''1ithinthe Brillouin
Zone both L.O. and L.A. phonon may participate in the scatterine.
A similar symmetry ar~~~ent is involved in determinine the domin~~t
equivalent intervalley scattering process. Ionised impurity
scattering is weak for inter-valley scattering where the chance
of k vector is large but may be ~nportant for intra-valley scatterinc.
It is however commonly neglected unless the material is exceptionally
impul'e.
Once the various scattering terms are known, it remains to
solve the 1301tzmann equation in the steady state situation where
( d f/ ~ t) • O. It is at this point that the problem becomes
really difficult. The most common simplifyine assumption has beon
that electron-electron soattering is dominant, establishing a
displaced Maxwellian distribution function (29)• One then simply
solves the equations for the paramet.ara of the distribution func tLon,
More recently it has become possible to carry out exact nuraer-Lcat
solutions of the 1301tzmann equation by the Monte Carlo technfque (30) •
Here the path of a single eleotron is fol1owed through k space over
m~ scattel'ing events. Ey careful "book keeping" of the time spent
in each elemental volume of k space, the electron distribution
function and thence the mean electron velocity is thus obtained.
Suffice it to say, that it is possible to obtain the electron
distribution function, and the eleotron drift velocity as a ~mction
of eleotrio field strength, by a. number of methods. Such
calculations have provided a variety of results. The most recent
-9-
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ia that of Fawoett et al (31) whioh bears a olose similarity to the
speoimen oontaot vias of gold but separated from the spec Imon by a
experimentally determined velooity field curve as shown in
Figure 4. The experimental results shown in Fieure 4 were obt adncd
by a time of flight teOhnique(32). This requires very high
resistivity material. (106 - 108_f.L cm). The negative
thin film of SiO, whilst the anode was a straight forward N+ tin
contact. A short pulse of eleotrons ejeoted by an eleotron beam
at the oathode was then timed as it travelled to the anode under
various biasine eleotric field intensities. In this way the electron
velocity was obtained as a function of eleotrio field intensity.
'.
These results are probably more reliable than those of a variety of
other VJorkers owine to their freedom from interpretative problems.
For example, Ounn and Elliott(33) have made a measurement of s~ple
impedanoe in a time short oompared with the dielectric rel~~ation
tima. One is however, conoerned to know the response of the hi6hly
oonduoting oontact ragion in suoh an experiment. :F'urthermore,if
the theoretioal estimates of the negative mobility are oorrect the
measurement was alrea~ too slow by a factor of ten. Thus it ia
not surprising that this measurement provided a low apparent
negative slope mobility.
In oonclusion then, theoretical estimates of the stutic
velocity field oharacteristics have been made which have, by and
large, a common starting point, but differ in the means adopted for
eluoidating a final solution. Experimental work, 01'1 the other hand,
has also been performed which furnishes information concerninG this
vital N.D.C. characteristio. The best rasul ts of the two disciplincc),
theoretioal and experimental, are seen to be in good agreement.
1.2.2 The Ul"croscot':i.cConse('uences of N. D.C.
Our objective in this section is to review contemporary
understanding of the macroBconic behaviour of a specimen which has
the microsconic differential conductivity discussed in the previous
section.
a) S'P~ttialNon Unifomi t,y in Stable Snec1.mens
In one dimension Poisson's equation gives
• • •
for n type material. Here n is the local tree electron
concentration, e. the electronio cha.rge, EL the lattice dielectric
constant, and no is the density of ionized donors.
Looking for a time-independent solution we obtain from the
current continuity equation, 0 J/a x • 0, the result
J - nev (B) • constant • • •
Now, clearly, if at all points n • no in equation (1), n, E, p and
consequently J all become spatially independent to satisfy equation (2).
However, we know that at the contact the field is considerably
below its value in the centre of the specimen. Thus it emerces
that, because of the contacts, n cro1not equal no at all points in
the specimen and that the boundary conditions therefore playa vital
role in determining the behaviour of any specimen. This was pointed
out lone ago by Shockley(34) and has been emphasised more
recently by Kroemer(35).
We discuss first of all a sample biased so that at all
points within the specimen E < ~. Let us consider a point "A"
(Figure 5a) immediately inside the Cathode where the electric field
-11-
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is still increasina in intensity away from the cathode. At this
dEpoint - in + ve , and thus from equation (1) n,/ no. In
dx
equation (2) we see that this is an acceptable solution.
Substituting (1) into (2) we see that
• • •
cmThus as E increases with distance from the cathode, - decreases 7
dx
and the system rapidly tends to a spatial uniform field distribution
with E la EJ< E.:r ,where EJ is determined by s - no...c.2..V(E:r).
We tumour attention now to a sample biased so that a
part of the specimen has a field in excess of the threshold
field E.r • Consider a point ":B" (Figure 5b) where E /' ~.
Here the field, we suppose, is still increasing spatially towards
the mean applied field, for it remains necessary that
/ 1:: • i!. - Total Applied Voltaee •
However, in this case, increase of E necessarily now produces a raUir:.:.:
V(E),and the tendenoy to equilibrium with .@ ~ 0 is no longer found.
, dx
In order that :r remain oonstant n must rise indioating, with the
aid of equation (1), not a tendenoy to a uniform field distribution,
but a ":run away" situation, in whioh the field inoreases ever more
rapidly spatially. This system is only brouGht under control
when the field enters a positive slope resistance re81011 of the
velooity field oharacteristio at even higher eleotrio field strenGths.
This discussion has shown that a stable electrio field
distribution within a sample ha.ving a lI.D.C. oannot be of tho
familiar uniform nature with a droop at each oontact; this is only
found in POSl tive oonduotivity media. McCumber and Chynoweth (36)
-12-
and Mahrous and Robson(37) have both calculated the spatial field
distribution. Doth of these authors negleot diffusion end the
first authors verify it to be unimportant to the conolusion. At
a later stage in this work (See Seotion 3.2.2), it wil1 be
necessary to pursue this oaloulation for both OaAs and n-Ge in
order to evaluate the spatial distribution of the free oa.rrier
conoentration within the specimen; neither of the foreeoing
authors having evaluated this term.
b) The. DeveloEment of' Instfl.bilit,y
In the foregoing discussion a time-independent solution
of the ourrent oontinuity equation was specifioally sought. However,
this stea~-state distribution will be unstable if a small space
charge fluctuation, generated either by noise within the speclinen
or switching transients outside the specimen grows in time. A
nu.rnberof estimates of the "amount of negative resistance" which
can be tolerated whilst retaining stability have been made.
Perhaps the most attractive is that of McCumber and Chynoweth (36).
These authors oalculate the sample impe~~ce using the foreeoing
equations and. firid the system unstable if
i) There is a negative resistanoe region within the
sample i.e. the dielectrio relaxation time at the biasll1B field ia
negative and
ii) The product of the free carrier concentration N end
,sample length L exceeds a critical value (NL ~ C ).osc
The critical N L produot whioh defines the threshold of
temporal instability is now well confirmed by experiment(18), thouGh
empirical values of the product tend to be somewhat larger than
theory would suggest.
A further rather interesting aspect of the appro~ch
adopted by McCumber and Chynoweth (36) is related'to a stable sample's
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terminal impedance. ~ley find that a stable sample, may exhibit
terminal negative differential resistance over a small ra,nce of
fre~uencies centred upon the inverse of the electron transit time
through the sample. This fact has been exploited by Thim(43) in
making a low N L product amplifier.
c) u>,rr~eSir,nal Inst~tbilit,V'
In unstable s~~ples space charge fluctuations crow up
from noise to assume a characteristic large-sienal form. Ridley OS) ,
who first proposed that the final fonn is a travelling hieh-field
domain, and Kroemer(39) have both contributed ereatly to the
development of our understanding of domains. ~e confine our attention,
however, to the final picture which has emerged.
The problem is once again one of solving Poisson's
equation together with the current continuity e~uation. Since tho
objective is to find the large sienal stable solution of these
equations we look for a solution in which the profile of Ridley' a
domain is constant during propagation i.e. such that the hieh field
and the accompanying space charge profiles are itmctions only of
(x - v t) • y •o A suitable chance of variable in the two startine
equations then allows the new variable y to be eliminated yieldinG a
differential e~uation relating the field and free carrier
concentration. This equation has been solved by Butcher(40) under
the assumption of a field-independent dif~sion constant. It er1orce.]
that the velocity of the domain must equal the velocity of tho
eleotrons outsicle the domain, and that the peak domain field is
defined by a simple geometrical construction illustrated in
Figure 6. The two shaded areas have to be equal in order that an
integral appearing in ~utcher's solution should vanish as required.
-14-
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.This latter condition clearly defines a "dynamic" charC1.cteristicof
peak domain field versus drift velocity, which is shown dotted
in Figure 6.
The picture which we have of the stable domain is
therefore of a hieh field region propagating throuGh a specimen at
the same velocity as the electron system at each side of it. Its
peak field is defined in relation to the electron drift velocity
and field outside the domain. The profile of the domain is shown
in Figure 7. ?oisson's equation olearly demands that the
accompanying space charge modulation should be of the form shown ,'/hieh
is the origin of the common terminologyl "dipold'domain.
Domains which approximate to this shape have been seon
by Gunn (41) and Heeks(42) using minature capacitative probe techniques.
Less direct evidence of the existence of domains ia of course to be
found in the very existence of the transit mode of operation of
unstable samples. In this mode of operation a "spikey" current wave
form is observed under conditions of constant voltage supply, these
spikes corresponding to initiation and collapse of domains at
cathode and anode. The separation of the splices is very closely
l'elated to the length of the specimen indicating a. tranoit effect.
We include one further consequence of domain
propagation. It will be noticed from figure six that when tho·
current through a specimen biased beyond threshold is increased, the
domain field falls. Detailed calculations show that the domain
potential also falls, when the specimen current is increased, and
that this effect can be stroneer than the positive resistance effect
of the remainder of the specimen yielding a tenninal negative
resistance (21). The ensuing broad-band neGative resistance has been
.exploited by Thim (43) as the basis for an amplifier. In that Vlork tl!o
Gunn sample Vias however a local negative resistance circuit elcr.lCnt
unlike the work to be described here at a later staee.
-15-
1.3 N.D.C. in n - Ga
In this section we describe those features of the N.D.C. of
n - Ge which were known at the time of the commencement of this work.
Since that time some further PUblications(52, 53) have appeared which
include those of the present author. 'Discussion of this later work io
postponed until the final seotions of Chapters 3 and 4 in order that the
contemporary work may be treated in context.
The first observations of current instebilities in n - Ge were
made by llcCroddy and Nathan (44). These authors found instability under
the followinG experimental conditions
a) Lattice temperature below 150K.·
b) Electric field parallel < 100') or <.110)- in the
zero stress regime.
In the < 110> orientation it was possible to change the threshold field
by applyinB a uniaxial stress also in the <110) direotion. Oscillation
f'requencies ranged from a few hundr-ed MI-Iz to 2.8 CI-Iz,and were characterised.
by a threshold NL product for oscillation of 2 :x: 1013 cm-2• Subsequent
work by McCroddy has shown that the N.L. product is "j"lellin excess of
2 - 1013 cm-2 " (Private communica.tion).
In seekine the source of these instabilities, Elliott e'ta.l(45) .
conducted a series of'fast pulse and potential probil1B experiments. The
fast'pulse experiments were designed to make an observation of the sample
current and applied voltaBe before the electric field non-uniformity ru1d
associated space charce was able to establish itself; that is before a
dielectrio relaxation time had elapsed. They revealed a terminal N type
negative differential resistanoe, at 27°K and 77°K for electric fiolds in
excess of 3 F:J/cm, and parallel to a <1007 crystaloerr>.phic axis.
owing to limited response of the circuitry employed, this data CruU10t
be regarded as a quantitative measuremerrt of the elect rio field dependence
-16-
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*of the electron dxift velocity. Thus, thi~ measUl'ement establishes the
existence of N.D.C., with a tlu'eshold electric f'ield strength of
3 lCV/cm, but does not yield the value of'the negative slope mobility.
Probing experiments(45), were used to Btu~ the spatial
field distribution within the sample as a function of'time. Those.
indicated the existence of' dipole domains at 21°K which nucleated noar
to the cathode and propagated at a velocity of 1.3 - 101 cm 6eo-1 tOVla.rds
the anode. This observation is also consistent with the existence of a
bulk N.D.C. in n - Ge at 21°K. (electrio field parallel <. 100 "7 ) thouGh
of unknown oris in or magnituue. Measurements of the velocity field
characteristic in n - Ga were made by Chang and Ruch(46) using the
"time of flight technique" (41)• In this method the response of a reverse
biased Schottky barrier/intrinsic/n - Ge structul'e to a O. 1 x 10-9 sec
pulse is studied as a function of time. The pulse introduces a sheet
of electrons within the intrinsio layer and as this traverses it, a
terminal current flow is observed. The duration of this current 'PUlse
is a measure of the electron drift velocity within the intrinsio layer.
Knowing the field strenBth within the I layer, the velocity field
relationship is thus obtained.
An N - type N. D.C. Vias observed for lattice temperatures be-tv/eon
330K and 1300K and for ourrent flow in the <100) direction in the crystal.
At 330K a slope mobility of 300 cm2/V.seo was evaluated with a threshold
field of' 1.5 rv/cm, in contrast to the threshold of 3 KV/cro observed by
-------------------------------------
* A similar experiment was performed in Gallium Arsenide by Gunn
and E1liott(45a). They found a velocity field characteristic which is
at considerable variance with more recent work of, for example,
Ruch and KU10(45b).
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Elliott et al (45). At 79°I( a "men.sured slope mobili.l.;y of - COcm2/Vsec1l
was obtained for electric fields between 2.2 J!:)J/cmand 4.3 KV/crn.
Howevel', expel'imental uncel'tainties lead the authors to state that they
"cannot ascertain that a negative differential mobility exists around
79°K.tt Again threshold electl'ic fields obtained by these authors sra
considerably lower than those of Elliott et al(45).
The oonduction band struotul'e of n - Ge is shown in FiGtll'e 8.
A uniaxial stl'ess applied to Go in a:tlY direction other than ~ 100~ cauae s
splitting of the <111 > conduction band minima, which are degenenat o in
the absence of strain. Similal'ly, the degeneracy of the hishel'
enerrtY < 100:> silicon like minima maybe lifted by uniaxial stress applied
in other than a <111)- direction. r.Ieasurements of the trensport
properties of n - Ge under stl'ess may therefore be used to further eluoid.n.tc
the distinctive features of the N.D.C. procean, FolloViine this philosophy
Smith, lIIcGroddyand lTathan have studied the current voltage characteristio;]
of a nwnber of specimens under a variety of orientations of current end
uniaxial stress (8) • With ourrent flow in the < 211~ direct ion end strews
a.long the < 111") dil'ection, for example, the threshold field reduces from
an infinite value at zero stress, to a minimumvalue of 0.45 RV/cmDnd then
subsequently increases as the uniaxial stl'eSB is steadily inol'easeu.
The effect of hydl'ostatio pressure upon the eleotl'onio ener~r b?nd
structure is clearly isotropic, bringing all the < 100) silicon like
minima. down towards the < 111> minima. Measurements of the effects of
hydrostatic pressure upon the threshold field in a <100~ direction at 77°1:
revealed that it increased with increasing pl'essure(49).
The souroe of the N.D.C. in n- Ge has been the subject of some debato.
In theil' initial paper reporting observation of micro-wave omission from
n - Ge, McGroddyet al (44) and subsequently Chang and Ruch(46) and
Fawcett and Paige(50) oonsidel' the possibility of electron transfer
between <111> and <100> minima as the source of the N.D.C. Later
work by IIIeltz and I1CGroddy(49)would seem to undermine this model since
their hydrostatic pressure measurecents indicated that, as the < 100> and
~111> minima approach each other, the threshold electric field increar,cs.
A simple model of the transferred electron effect would sugeest a decreaso
of threshold electric field as the valleys approach eaoh other.
An alternative model suggested by Dumke(51) relies only upon non-
parabo1icity of the individual < 111> minima. In this calculation
electrons were allowed to rise to quite hieh enercies within the < 111>
minima, as a consequence of the omission of the < 100) minima which provict.:3
an enerGYceiling. Dumkefinds that non-parabolicity alone can provicle an
N.D.C. which arises from the increase of the effective mass with enerGY.
The introduction of an N.D.C. by application of a ID1iaxial stress
in Smithts(48) Vlork, on the other hand, is attributed to transfer between
the now non -equivalent < 111> minima. Clearly, however, sinoe an N.D.C.
is known to exist in the absence of uniaxial stress for current flow in a
(100) direction, this latter model is a gross simplification of a very
complex situation.
In a very recent LIonte Carlo calculation, Fawcett end Paiee (52)
have been able to account for nearly all the observed behaviour by
suitable choice of the various disposable parameters. However, beoauoe
the final behaviour is a consequence of the interplay of a number of
similarly small effects a detailed intuitive explanation remains complex.
The electron transfer mechanism is however of paramount importance.
Thus, in SUItlLlary,in 1969 N.D.C. VIasknown to exis·~ in n - Oe
for current flow parallel to the < 100)" direction, and for temperatu.res
below 150oK. The magnd.tude of the negative slope mobility had,
however, not been measured at 71°K(44) * and the threshold field was
variously reported as 2.2 KV/cmand 3 KV/cm (45).
-----------------------------------
* It has alrea~ been pointed out that the measurement by ChanG
and Ruch has been discounted by the authors, for in presenting their
result at this temperature they poir~ out that the measured neeative
mobility 1s much smaller than the eA~erimental error.
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2. Vll'l.veProp:?cation in Conductinr~ Media
:) It was proposed in Section 1 that amplification may be achieved
by launching a (quasi) T.E.!!. wave through a negative resistance modium.
In the absence of any materials having a total negative resistance,
it was suggested that materials which exhibit negative differential
conductivity could possibly be employed, if biased into the reeion
of N.D.C. as shown schematically in Figure 1 of Section 1.
In this section we examine this proposed amnlification rroc~
and the ideas developed here form a basis for the remainder of the work
to be described. We deal first with wave propagation in an infinite
uniform medium, then introduce successively, complexities arising
from finite specimen geometry, non-uniformity, anisotropy, and
frequency dependence of the negative resistance process. Each of these
features will be seen to place its oVlnconstraints upon any experimental
system designed to observe wave amplification in a N.D.C. medium.
Consequently whenever a new observational system is introduced, in
subsequent sections, the conditions established here will be relied
upon in the choice of the experimental parameters.
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2.1 T.E.!i. 'j'lavePro!'~ea.tionin an Infinite Uniform Hedium
From Ma.xwell's equations Viehave
where electric and magnetic field vectors are E and H respectively,- -
l is the current density Po' the permeability of free space (which is
relevant in all cases of present interest) and t is time. 'Y'/\ and Y.
are the vector operators curl and diVe respectively.
Assuming that the wave is transverse electric, i.e. tha.t the
electric vector lies in, for example, the x direction, which is
*orthogonal to the direction of wave propaGation, z, we obtain
whel'e ~ and ~ L are the conductivity and lattice dielectric const ant
tensors. *These will be asswned to be diagonal and time independent •
If the wave has the form
! -1lo er.> [1 (c.;t - kz ~
then
i.e. • • •
NOVl, both the conductivity (Y, and the wave number k are in
* These assumptions imply that SZ.!J. .. fa o. The material is
thus implicitly assumed to be free from space charge accumulation.
's
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general complex, allowing respectively for a current which leGs the
electric field, and daopine of the wave. By writing
(]la <r'R+i"i
• • •
In (1) and separating real and imaginary parts \'Iefind that, from
_ 11\ )2 +
v1-+-e C2o
The positive sign must be taken so that
where ~ is the real wave vector arising in the absence of all
the free carriers, i.e. k e 1/2 ~LR· L 0
of equation (1) we also have
_ c: k2R 0
a
2e oW 1<R • • •
Using the imaginary part
Hence,using (3),
k.•
l.
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Use of the follo'wing identity
~2
R (~1
I(p + r + ~ ))a: <>i on~ -+ +- € LE o0J €LE.oUl €~ €~ CA.> 2
allows us to write
. ~{ <Y. + /~1 o;_ ) 2 2 1/2~ ~R )}k ... f2 + 1 + + EL foOl + 2221 -- eLf-oW2 € E. CA)L 0
• • • (5)
The lower sign must be taken here
The basic characteristic of T.E. wave propagation in an infinite
uniform medium are specified by equations (3) and (5) for the complex
wave number, and equation (4) which relates the signs of ~ and ki•
It is the latter equation which provides the basis for the gau1 process.
ITe see that, as the real conductivity goes from positive to neGative,
the relative signs of ~ and ki change. Since loss is known to occur
in the everyday world of positive resistance media, gain must be
assooiated with a negative conductivity; a conclusion which is bon1o
out by equation (4), fol' if kR;> 0, ~ < 0 then ki > 0 and
the wave asoumes the form
We note furtheI' that theI'e is no dal"!1pingof the wave when there is zero
real conductivity, whilst the real pD.rt of the wave vector tends to the
lattioe limited value.
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2.2 Finite Snecimen Geometry
2.2.1 Fj.ni to Snoc:5.rnel1 Geometry in the Direction of
1.7avePron(1f'ation
In this section we introduce a finite specimen Geometry in
the propagation direction, as shown schematically in Figure 1.
It is ir.u:lediatelyclear that in the absence of gain we have a
",...Fabry Perot structure.
The amplitude of radiation, transmitted through a Fabry
",..Perot etalon thickness A is
k.A 2 2k.A
Lt • Lo e 1 T (1 + 1'2e· 1 Cos (2 ka A) ••• )
where Lo is the incident amplitude from the cavity's enviroTh~ental
noise spectrum, for example and T and I' the surface transmission
and reflection coefficients. ~e now distinguish a number of
distinct operational regimes for such a structure with potential
internal gain.
(i) 1'2 e 2kiA< 1
If 1'2 e2kiA <:: 1 , that is, there is no round trip gain in tho
cavity
L T2 kiAL 0 e
t - ----------- • • • (6)
( 2 2k.A1 - I' e 1 Cos
and transmitted signals remain finite, though under some cf.rcumst.ances
they may be larger than the incident signal. Th.e threshold for
this insertion gain is olearly defined by
T2 k.Ae 1
... 1 ...--~~:""'"!""-
1 2 2 leA- I' e 1.
at the frequency of peak gain. L~sertion gain occurs then if
-30-
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This IIki! product" which defines the threshold for insertion
eain is more usefully expressed as an "l~!product" usine
equation (5) when the complex cond.uctivity
~.. ne (PR + i P:t )
of the host negative resista.."'lcematel'ia.lis mown. The
(free ca.rrier concentration x A) pl.'oduct(IrA product) is employed
in describine the stability of a specimen, and will be used
*extensively throughout the remainder of this work •
The surface reflection and trensmission coefficients m~y,
of course, be expressed in terms of the free spa.cewave - vector
k and the comulex wave - vector within the material of thoo •
-Fabry Perot uSlllg Fresnel's equations. Thus the exact insert ion
gain L_ L*m/L L * is derived with the aid of equation (6)
~ lOO
and becomes
• 16 k/("'a 2 + ki2).-2 kiA/ {( 1 + ol,.2) (A1
2 + B2 + c2 + n2)
+ 2 (1 - d...2) (A1B + CD) + 2 ~ [(B
2 - A12 + D2 - 02)C03 cp
+ 2 Sin cp (:BC - A1D)] } • •• (8)
* It should be pointed out that owing to the free carrier contribution
to the surface reflection, and transmission coefficients the k.A 811d KA
l.
products defined by equation (7) are not truly constants. They show a
dependence upon the free carrier concentration which is negliGible for
lightly doped material. However, in more heavily doped material, o\"dnC
to the laree free ca.l"riercontribution to rand T the HA product must bo
treated with caution.
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afte~ some m~ni~ulation
Vihe~e
B =
C a 2 k. k
:l A
D ...
The transmitted powe~ is therefore d.etermined by the pa~a.meters 1<:,...
.1.\
Through equations (3) and (5), it can be
expressed in terms of ko' A , the f~ee carrier concent~ation cnd .
complex mobility.
At a later stage the insertion gain is computed for both
n - Ge and GaAs as a function of free carrier concentration uzine
these equations. The p~osramme written for this purpose is eiven
in Appendix 1.
We have seen that when there is no round trip gain within
the cavity, the device may exhibit either insertionIDss or
insertion gain. In the latte~ case, the bandwidth of the amplifier
is determined by the magl'litude of the internal ~enection coefficient,
or, in other wcrds by the strength of the feedback process,
Equation (6) indicates that the transmitted sicnal falls to
1/ {2 of its peak amplitud.e when
{
V2 r2 e2 kiA _ 0.4 }
r2 e2 kiA
k s: ..1. Cos-1
r' 2A
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Hence, remembering that at present we specify no round trip cain
within the c<?vity, the bandwidth is, (in tems of the real
wave vector)
(ii) 1'2-------
{ Y.- ; Cos-1
2k.A 1~ =
• 2
'~k ==-r ~ A
then equation (6) becomes inv2.lid
whenever Cos (2 ~A) ... 1 as a sum of the multiply reflected waves
,.,
within the Fabry Perot etalon. The sumhas in fact become infinite,
indicating the co~~encement of oscillation. The threshold for
oscillation is thus given by
• • • (~
Using eQuation (5) this kiA product can again be expressed as en
l1Aproduct for a material of known complex mobility. Thus a second
nA product is defined which determines the threshold for oso i.ll.at f.on;
The analogy to the NL product widely used to c~efinG
the threshold of domain mode oscillation (Ut ~ le) is clea,r:., osc
The NAproduct defines the threshold of electromagnetic instability
transversa to the applied electric field, whilst the conventional
Nt product defines the threshold of space charge instability parallel
to the applied electric field. Once again we point out the:t this
second liA product defined in equation (a~ is only approximately a
constant, owing to the free carrier contribution to r.
AS6uminsthat the system does not saturate, then at the
frequencies for which the phase angle ~A .. , we see from (6)
that infinite output is predicted. However an infinitessimally
removed frequency for 'which COS~2 l:nA) ia mareinally sma.ller then.
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unity has a finite transmitted amplitude. The width of the
predicted spectral emission siGnal is then infinitely small, and
it is centred upon a normal mode of the Fabrey ptrot cavity.
(iii) r2 92 kiA :>1
\'Jhen r2 e2 kiA > 1 , aecumdng that the system a,e~!.in(loos
not saturate, for all those frequencies for which the product
r2 e2 kiA Cos (2 kaA)~1 infinite transmission occurs.
of this broad power spectrum will occur, as before, when
The e~es
2 2 k.A ( )r e ~ Cos 2kaA a 1.
Any real system must of course reach an eq_uilibrium situation
throueh some nonlinear process. In this situation, the rate of
supply and loss of microwave energy will have become equal ,
ASSUr.ling that the rate of generation of power is still a maxdmum
where the small signal condition Cos (2 kaA) - 1 is satisfied,
then the system reverts to that behaviour already ascribed to CUCll
a regime; that is to an infinitely narrow emission spectrum which
is centred upon a cavity mode or modes.
In this section the conclusions have been drawn that a
negative resistance amplifYll1g medium having boundaries in the
direction of wave propagation may behave as
a) a circuit element havine net insertion loss
b) an amplifier havine a bandwidth determined by the product
r2 e2 kiA, and a threshold defined by an NA product.
c) an oscillator which has an infinitely narrow spectral
emission line centrod upon a normal mode of the cavity,
end having a threshold defined by an NA product.
It is the object of the present work to observe each of
these classes of electromagnetio instability.
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Finite Srec:i.nen Geomotry, in the Di:rection of
the Annlied. Electric Field.
The conclusions which have been reached in this section hnve,
thus far, been of a general nature. However, it is now necessary
2.2.2
to draw conclusions which refer to the specifio type of neeative re::b',;;z:CG
process to be used. In section 1, the transferred electron effect
was introduoed as a mechanism providing a suitable neGative
differential conductivity (lJ.D.C.) for the present experiments.
We envisage a system in which a DC electric field biases a sample into
a region of N.D.C. Incident electromagnetic waves then senzo the
negative slope conductivity and behave as if incident upon a lllatorial
having a total negative resist~~ce as indicated in Figure 3.·
In Section 1, however, it was pointed out that a sample <")h1ch
has a bulk N.D.C. became unstable to space charge fluotuations 'when
biased into the N.D.C. range. This is clearly a complication which
is to be avoided if possible, in order that experimental obeervat Lono
of the electromagnetic. instability may be clear cut. This choice 01
experimental regime stands in marked contrast to the large body
of work which has already been devoted to the N.D.C. prooess in Gn..t\s
(see Figure 2); Viechoose to impose space charge ST.AJ3ILrryby makinc
UL smaller than critical value for domain formation, and to oxtrac't
microwave pOVier from the bulk N.D.C. by allowing electromagnetic
instability in its place i.e. by makine NA groater than the critical
value for electroml?gnetic instability. In acldition to the tYIO
foree;oing regimes in which microwave power may be extracted from
a sample having a bulk N.D.C. there is, of course, a third ono in which
both space charge and electromagnetic instability are
simultaneously present. Two of these regimes, l'eeimes in which
electromagnetic instability is operative, are now examined in more
detail.
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Space charee stability is achieved most readily by
imposing a low Nt product upon the specimen. Under these
circumstances, the specimen does not, however, aHsume a unifol'n1
spatial distribution of the biasine electrio field (1). !.;oreovcr,
owing to both the electrio field dependence of the free oarrier
oontribution to the total d.ielectrio constant(2) and the associated
accumulation and depletion layers, any such non ~~i£ormity of biasL~2
eleotric field is reflected in a correspondingly non uniform
./"microwave path length" within the Fabry Perot cavity. Thus, this
spatially non-undf'crm biasing electric field is of clear importp.nce
to the present work.
We calculate the spatial distribution of electric fie-Id
and free carrier concentration neglecting diffusion. The onission
of this tenn is justified ~ on the grounds that, in similar
calculations, McCu;nber and Chynoweth (3) found it to be unimportant
everywhere except in regions of very rapid discontinuities, and 1"":...J.,_~.k
beeeJls - ef the uncertainty which surrounds the precise form wh i.chth:i.:1
term should take (4).
The iterative procedure which we adopt commencos at a
point adjacent to the metallic cathode contact. Here the semiconductor
has an electron concentration which is approximately equal to thc.t
existing within the metal. For a chosen specimen current density
Jo' an electron drift velocity V, and field E1, may therefore be
deduced. An arbitrarily small increment in electron drift
velocity Rv is then chosen in order to initia.te the iterative
procedure. We look for a stationary solution for which
\} J_. - of.. - -", 0
~t
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The appropriate increment of free carrier concentration correCl)Onuil1{:
to this increment of electron drift velocity is therefore est(1)lishe<i,
through the current continuity eq_uation. The average value of thG
initial and final free carrier concentrations is used to define an
average field gradient within this drift velocity increment usine
Poisson's equation.
where no is the doping level which is assumed uniform. The me,enituu.)
of the spatial increment over which these steps occur is then
established using the electron velocity - field characteristic;
The velocity at the end of the spatial increment is
clearly
V2 == V1 + t. V
Using the velocity field characteristic, PJl appro,riate
electrio field at the end of the spatial ~.ncrerael1tis
established E2• Now it is necessary that
aR J'l () ed"
E2 ID E1 + -: • 0 X ID E1 + n - no t ·
Hence the magnitude of the spatial increment is establisiJ.ed,
x
and all parameters E1, n1, V1 at this point within the
specirr,enare assiened•
A similar procedure allows further steps down the
.specimen to be trucen successively. Reference to the comput~r
programme which is included as Appendix II will show that a fevi
additional safety measures were necessary, in order that incremonts
neither became too large near threshold, or too small as the free
carrier concentration tended to the equilibrium level.
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This approach to the calculation of the spatial
distribution of electric field, and space change viithin the spco i.ncn
makes no attempt to exploit the second boundary condition offered
by the anode. (In this and some other respects, this caLcu'le.tion
resembles the work of, for exarapl.e ,ua.b.rousand Robson (5». Howover ~
the effect of the anode is not felt by an electron until it entors
its vicinity, at which time a new variable is introduced; nOli1ely
the geometry of the anode region. In the case of a step function
anode contact, at this point the electron concentration falls
Vlell beloVi the equilibrium metallic contribution, '\J. D = (n - n )0
- - 0
becomes large and positive, and the field is very rapidly rotun1ed
to low proportions. Results obtained using this computational
proceedure are to be found in Sections3.2.1 e~d 5.1.1.
b) Combined Snr;o.ceCh~r"'L~ pncl Electror1p.rtnetic In8t~h:nj.tV'
In this section we consider a transit, domain mode,
Gunn specdnen which has one large dimension normal to the biasin,g
electric field. The dynamics of domain formation and propac,atlon
have already been reviewed in Section 1.2.2.' Thus we are already
aware of the spatially nonuniform electric field and free electron
concentration profile within the specimen.
It remains to point out that in this, more conplex, C~80
a simple alter~ative view of the cain process is possible. In t!1e
introductory section we have mentioned that owine to the dynam ica
of the domain within a Gunn sample, it is possible to observe
terminal negative resistance over a broad band of frequencies. It
is therefore sufficient to consider a T.E.M. v/ave propaGatinG \'1ithin
a composite dielectric which exhibits a terminal neeative reoistanco
at the transmission line electrodes. These condHions alone indicato
that gain must occur. A' similar argument has been used by
-38-
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Midford and :Bowers(6) in their work upon T.E.X.r.wave proraecttion
in an extended Impatt device. Here aeain the detailed behavrour
of the silicon loading the transmission line is complex, but e2.i11
is implied because of the terminal negative resisto.nce which it is
known to exhibit.
In concluding this section it is necessary to ernphJ,sisG
the gross simplification which has been pursued here. The "space
charge stable II case would, for exampl e , support a growing space
charge fluctuation as shown by Robson and Kino(7) immediately en
electroma01etic wave was incident upon it. Space charce ~nd
electromagnetic instabilities can clearly not be rigorously reeardod
as alternative separate mechanisms by which the negative resist2r.c0
process can relax. They are all part of the SClI:1ecomposite pr ob'l.cm
and Cl rigorous solution would have to treat them as such. Such a
solution was attempted, but proved prohibitively difficult becQuce
of the sheer cooplexity of the spatial non-uniformity existine \,lithL:.
the sample.
The conclusions of this section are never-the-lees
intuitively reasonable. They are that the finite s'oecdmen r8(\nl'~tr\r----------------~----~.~
in the direction of T.E.M. Vlavepropa~D.tion introduces tho pos8ibili t,)'
of obtaining either a.:nplification or oscillation dependinG on tho
magnitude of an NA product. In the latter case oscillation occurs
at a freq_uency defined by the tAt dimension of the sample rather
than the •L' dimension as 1."'l conventional Gu.'1l1samples. On the otlleI'
hand the seoffiotry of the sample parallel to the ap:11iscl electric fj.nl\~.
is very complex owing to spatially non-uniform electric field (,..,11ic11
arises as a direct concequence of employing materials havinG em N.D.C.)
- It . also eives rise to two limitinz regimes of operation, ono in
.wh.ich the space charge system is strongly unstable and one in whLch
-39-
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it tends to stability. Any combination of the transverse and
10nBitudinal regimes is clearly a&nissable. The s1;udiesof previour;
workers have been confined to specimens with low IrA product o ar.d
transversa dimensions which were very much smaller than one
wavelength at the frequency of operation. The Gunn specimen may
then ba correctly regarded as a local microwave circuit elem011i.
In contrast, in the present work, we look upon the spec lmen as a
distributed transmission system.
2.3 ~':rwe PolariMl.tion
We have thus far considered T.E.M. wave propagation in an infinite
negat Lve resistance medium, and have introcluced the considerable comp'lexLt i,<,;
which arise with a finite specimen geometry. We now introduce a fUl'ther
constraint upon the experimental system which stems from the use of a.
H.D.C. rather than a total negative resistance. Commerrt has already been
mad.e concerning the necessity of biasing a sa:"Jplehaving H.D.C. into the
appropriate region of the velocity-field characteristic as illustratoJ.
in Figure 3. It is clear from this diagrrun that an electroma~1ctic
wave will only sense the negative slope conductivity if the electric vector
of the wave is parallel to the biasing electric field. Thus, t.hero i::; 0.11
added polarisation requirer.1entplaced upon the experimental syat em which
steMs from the anisotropy of the slope conductivity which is introduced
by the biasing electric field. (Further anisotropy occurs for exrunplo
in n-Oe where the IIf.D.C. is only operative in soma crystalloGraphic
directions. However, this complexity is not referred to at this POll1t).
It is of interest to consider the effect of misalignment of tl.e
electric vector of the wave and the biasing electric field. Such a.
situation is clearly of more than passing interest, for the trClnSVCl'S\3
wave solution of Section 2.1 was only obtained under the asaumpt Lon of
spatial uniformity. However, in ~ection 2.2 eross non-uniformity in tho
-40-
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direction par'a'l l.eL to 1;hebiasins electric field was discovered. 'rhus
the profile of the wave, and in particular, the local orientatiol'l of the
electric vector maywell not be in accord with a. simple model.
. In Fieure 4a the relative orientation of a D.C. biasinG electric
field Eo and an oscillatory field E1 are shown. Eo produces a velocity
V0 accordine to the relation V0 = PCHORDEo' F~HORDbe Ing the slo~0
of the chord on the velocity field diaersm joining the point
(V , E ) to the origin.o 0 E1 Cos e , the component parallel to the bias inc
electric field produces an out of phase velocity V1 also parallel to
the biasine electric field. V1 :::P _ E1 Cos e where )l _ is the
neeative slope mobility.
It remains to discover the effect of E1 Sin 6.
have pointed out that this merely amounts to a re-orien'~ation of tho
biasing electric field, A1"1) A SUITJJ3LE DRIFr VELOCITY ALO:m IT.
(Providine the N.D.C. process is not a function of crystallogra,phic
orientation) •
Thus, referring to Figure 4b
and equally
It
Va Tanl ::: V1
thus "
E l- a E1 Sin e
0 V
0
It
V1
.,. fCHORDE1 Sin e
The effectiveness of the net mobility at some angle 0 for anrplificC'.tion
of the oscillatory field is then readily established by cumminetho
, two enereY exchar~es,
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Thus gain ensues so long as
If _ cos2 e I/' fCHORD Sin2 e
I t: _ I > Tan 2 e
t1CHCRD
This places a condition upon the orientation of an oscillatory
electric field relative to the biasing field, in order that ene~GYmay
be extracted from the D.C. field and supplied to the R.F. fiold. It can
be re-expressed in terms of the velocity field curve, for referrin[; :~o
fieure 4c it is seen that
BD
BC
, fCHORD = ;;
AB= -
Th "!& > Tan2 c. d "t tl t e bus we requ1.l'e v ,an 1. appears aa mn.y e
BC
increased, for example, by increasing the biasing electric field stroncth.
Equally, it appears that e is minimal at the threshold field strenGth.
2.4 Cho:tc~of Fr0(1U01'1CV of O,..,el'ation
Throughout the discussion thus fal', it has been aasume d that an
oscillatory microwave field will interact Viith a suitably biased oampl o
having an N.D.C. in a manner described by the (negative) slope mobility.
"The problem of the interaction of a microwave· field with a b Laaed
sampl e has already been considered by Gibson et al (9). In their work they
introduced phenomenological relaxation times 7: m and describing
the momenttu:land sneres relaxa.tion times respectively. J..n immediate
conclusion which is intuitively satisfyine may then be drawn that,
providing co rr: 1.1 <:: 1, the momentumof the free carriers can reoponll to
the oscillatory accelerative field whilst, if CJ.)'''6 <:: 1, the mann C101'SY of
E
tho 'olootron distribution function will not lag behind the oscillatory
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field which of course also supplies enortiY.
Those concepts al.Lowed measurements of micl'o\'lave conductivity to
be readily interpreted; for example, a.t high frequencies (35 GHz) (,!1.l
low temperatures the microwave conductivity can be much smaller thnn
the 10'01 freq_uency slope conductivity ill n - Ge but tends to the corl'oct
value as a bia.sine eJ.ectric field is increased. This ia attribut2.ble
to the fact that 'vI: IJ>1 at low field Vlhilst as -the electric field io
ir.crcased the reduction in t(1!II vihich customarily accompanies hot carrier
effects finally brings VJ~u below unity and D.C. and A.C. slope
conductivities L~to aereenent.
The free carrier system will of course in general lae behind the
OSCillatory electric field, that is, behave inductively, l'educbs the
apparent lattice dielectric constant. If' CJJ ''?11! is lareo and fall s '.'J ith
increasing electric field, so too Vlill the inductive free carrier
contribution to the lattice dielectric constant fall with increasinG
electric field.
When~1t6>1 the fl'ee carrier "temperature" tends to lag behind
the oscillatory field, giving rise to two further effects. The clbtributicl;l
function can be cool when the microwave field is large and hot when the
microwave field is small. Thus the microwave mobility may Rpper>r
anoraaLoue'ly 1art3e if w)f lE » 1 and the dominant momentum sc~.ttcrin.:;
process increases in probability with increasine free carrier enerCJ':
The microwave velocity is anomalously hieh for the applied micrown;;e fi01(1~
the distribution function not yet havine heated up to its equilibriur,1 vcIue
at which momentumscatterine would be much strol'1e:er. It is e.l eo clc2.r
from this argument that the peak electron velocity occurs at a point
in time which is nowgoverned by BarR the microwave field and the laCGil1[~
mean enereY of the free eleotrons. In oonsequence, the dielectric COl1st::>nt
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must also be l'emarkably field dependent in such circumstances, and C811
in fact change si~ and become capacd tat Ive,
r':easuroments have been made of the free carrier distribution
fu.."1ction(10) in the presence of hieh electric field in p - Ge
which indicate that it is not only not a di:Jplaced Uax;'lellial.1(11), but
has a.dditional complex!ties ( 12) • The subsequerrt discovery of tho
N. D.C. ill GaAsand InP introduced a strong incentive towarda the r'emovo.I
of the assumption of a displaced Da~1ellia.n from theoretical descriptions
of the transport process. A number of improved computational tech:1ic:uos
emezged in answer to this problem: first a parameterised (14) soiution
which exploited certain features of the experimentally measured
distribution function. Following this the ~onte Carlo(15) and ite~ativ0
technique s (16) were develope d. The latter technique has been uoed to
calculate the hieh frequency resJ.jonse of the n.D.C. rrocess in GnA:;;
'Without the assumption of relaxation timas(17). Ilowevor , improssivo
though this technique certainly is, the same qualitative conclusions eT.crL',-3.
Nanely, that there is a frequency ceiline beyond which freQuency o.8p(',n0.0n-;;
effects occur , reducing the N.D.C. to a posi'bive differential conduct Ivd'ty,
Weconclude then that the opezet Lona'l frequency must be chosen
sufficiently'low for the neGative differential mobility to be a true
description of the conductivity presented to an incident microwave
sienal•
In this section we have shown how a T.E.!.!. wave incident upon 1::.
material havine neeative resistance may be expeoted to Brow spatie.l1y.
Introducing boundaries, we discover that this mechanisn maybe exploited
to produce either amplification or oscillation. The behaviour i::; to be
distinguished from the work already carried out by many researchers in
which the sample forms a local circuit element rather then a distri1)Uto(1
transmission system which contains the T.E.tI. wave.
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Consideration of the consequenoes of employing a N.D.C. matorial
which is biased into the region of negative slope mo1)ility, reveal thc-,t
a further distinction can be drawn between samples in wh'i.chtravol1inc;
domain formation is strong and thoso in which it is weak. The f01'l"1Cr
situation is regarded as one of hybrid or combined instability, ana
the latter as one of electromagnetic instability. A further ccncequenco
of using a n.D.C. rather than a total neeative resistDnce phenomenon
is that polarisation of the wave is seen to be of consequence , oLnce
it is essential that the electric vector of the \?ave fallswithin a cGl'tain
angular inclination to the biasine electric field. Finally, Vie h~V0
seen that, in so far as MY neeative resista.nce proceso is a transport
process' involving electrons having a finite response time, an upper
£re~uency limit to negative conductivity is to be expected.
-45-
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3. MAMurement of Necative Iilobi1it,v by p, Bridge TechniQu,,,
In Sections3 and 4 experimental work is described which
is intended to exploit the diaenostic potential of T.E.M. wave
propaGation in negative resistance media. (See Section 1 and 2).
Accordingly, the work is carried out in n - Ge; the most recent
addition to the list of materials known to possess a bulk It.D.C.
-48-
3.1 n-Tyne Germr-tnhrn
The discussion in Section 1 has already indicated that very little
Viasknown about the source of N.D.C. in n-Ge at the time of commencement
of the work to be described here. Subsequently it ha.sbecome fairly
widely acoepted as an intervalley transfer process. The'streneth of
the process was also unknown, (although it was clearly weak) as Vias its
frequency dependence. These were the major factors which motivated the
initial choice of this material; the fact that the oriein of the procasaj cn-l
in particular its strength"was lareely unknown indicated that thero \'Ie.!:'}
scope for experimental work of en exploratory or diagnostic nature,
whilst its weakness indicated that the spatially non-uniform electric
fields encountered in media with. such.a N.D.C. (see Section 2.3) may be
rendered less severe.
In Section 3.2 constraints which govern the choice of
experimental regime are discussed and in Section 3.3 the experiracntal
system is described. In the final Section, 3.4, the results gained
using this technique are discussed, with particular reference to the
consequences of the non-uniform D.C. field distribution within samples,
and to subsequently published data relating to this N.D.C. process.
3.2 Concert And Plplminf': of the Experimental Reeime
In Section 2 the real and imaginary parts of the wave-vector of a
T.E.M. wave propagating in a negative conductivity medium we.re derived
in terms of the complex conductivity, Thus the electric field dependence
of the transport process in n-Ge may be studied by measuring the
propagation constant for T.E.M. waves within this material, aa a
function of biasing electric field. Moreover, by measuring both real
and imaginary parts of the propagation vector, both the in phase and
-49-
the out of phase components of the conductivity may be evaluated..
Thus attention is directed towards a bridGe measurement in which
measurements of transmitted phase and amplitude of an incident sienal
may be used to obtain the oomplete propagation veotor, and hence
*the complex conductivity.
The choice of many of the experimental features is dictated by
the rather severe, but vital, constraints enwfierated in Seotion 2.
We therefore deal with these first.
3.2.1 Stnbilitv of Snecimen
It is clearly necessary that the specimen should not
oscillate during the course of the bridge measurement. Thus it
is necessary to maintain
N.!. < K • 2.2 1014osc electromagnetic atability
N.L. ~ C a 2 1013oso spaoecharge stability
The symbols have the same significance as in earlier sections, and
we use the value of C obtained by MoGroddy and Nabhan (2).osc
(See Seotion 1.3).
K is an estimated value obtained by using the equat i.onaoso
of Seotion 2, and assuming that (a) the reflection at the opecimen
surface is determined only by its permittivity relative to free SPC1CO,
i.e. assuming that there is no specimen sUl'fa.cecoatine or equivalent
miorowave environmental mismatch, and (b) the negative mobility
is -300 cm2/Vsec.
- _._ - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* It 1s of interest to notice that extensive measurements of
the transport properties in n-Ga have already been made usinG a b~iclco
technique by Gibson et al(10). These will be introduced at a
later staee in this Section.
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COMPUTED TRANSMISSION GAIN (gt) AND ROUND TRIP GAIN (qr t l
IN Ge AT 77°K AS A FUNCTION OF FREE CARRIER
CONCENTRATION USING THE FOLLOWING DATA.
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MOBILITY· -300 -oi
FREQUENCY • 3· 10'0 rod I sec
THE SUFFIXES ON (gt) AND (grt) REFER TO THE LENGTH OF THE
SPECIMAN IN THE PROPAGATION DIRECTION (eMS)
FIG 1
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In point of fac·t K is def'Lned for a 1 cm long specimen.osc
Specimens of other lengths would have somewhat different values of
K •osc This feature has been pointed out in Section 2; it arises
because, although the product "N.A." cer"jiainlydefines a wel1 cl.efinC:3tj.
ga.in for a specimen of civen mobility and at a given frequency,
the boundary reflection loss from the cavity is itself also free
carrier concentration dependent. (Owing to the fl'oe carrier
contribution to the total effective dielectric constant of the
rnaterial ). Thus "N.A." defines a discrete gain, but the cain
necessary to establish round trip gain itself varies with free
carrier concentration. Hence, the necessary value of N.A. for
oscillation to occur is a weak function of free carl'ler concentration.
This feature is demonstrated in Figure 1, where theoretical cain is
plotted against free carrier concentration for samples of two
different lengths, but otherwise similar characteristics,· which
appear in the legend._, The curves are obtained using the equations
developed in Section 2. It will be observed that the curve lie I' t",
which is a plot of the round trip gain within the cavity, passes
through unity gain, which is of ccurse the oscillation threshold,
at a free carrier concentration which when multiplied by "the apec Inon
length is not constant from specimen to specimen. The curve fie til
in these figures demonstrates that similar length dependence is found
in the N.A. product necessary for insertion amplification. In vi ow
of the foregoing remarks, it is clear that the lI.A. product can
only be used as a convenient approximate guide in selectine an
experimental regime.
The stability requirements serve to define an aspect ratio
A. 0of the specimen L Ff 1 , which contrast s sharply with
the geometry of normal Gunn devices. The aspect ratio
of oonventional Gunn devices is very much closer to 0.2 - 2.0,
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DISTANCE (ems)
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRIC FIELD IN Ge AT 77°K CALCULATED
USING THE VELOCITY FIELD CURVE OF FAWCETT et 01
AND THE FOLLOWING DATA:
FREE ELECTRON CONCENTRATION - 8·0 1014/cm-3
(ZERO APPLIED FIELD)
LATTICE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT· 16
RESULTS ARE SHOWN FOR TWO DIFFERENT ELECTRON DRIFT VELOCITIES
(CURRENT DENSITY IN ARBITARY UNITS) AT THE CONTACT
FI G 2
• f
as indeed it should be since it exploits space charge rather than
eleotromagnetic instability.
This laree aspect ratio of ~ ~ 10 is responsible for a
recurrent problem associated with the low specimen impedance, and in
part icular the difficulty of matching it to a h1Ch voltnco pul ::;'3
genera.tor. Any attempt to increase specimen impeda.nce by makinc
N.A. very much less tht".nre will reduce the size of the desiredosc
free carrier modulation of the microwa.ve siena1. Equally L muct
be maintained as large as possible, connistent with stability,
in order that specimen impeda.nce is maintained high.
3.2.2 Non-nnifomi t,Y of Bip.sin~ EJ.ec·(;ricFiel Ii
Having inhibited space charge instability by choico of D.
suitably low H.L. product, the discussion of Seot:i.on2 indicatef3
that a spatially non-uniform biasing electrio field distribution is
to be expected within the sample. Using the prooedures describo(l
in Section 2, this eleotric field distr'ibutlon has been C0n11JUteu. for
n-Ge usine data which is tabulated in the lecend of Fieure 2.
In Fieure 2 the theoretical results are presented. Th.o
characteristic rise of the electric field to a uniform valuG within
about one micron of the metallio conta.ct is seen for low curront
densities, where even the highest fiel~s lie in the positive
conductivity region of the velocity field characteristic. At hiGher
current densities, the behaviour at low fields near to the contact
remninsqualitatively unchaneed, whilst the behaviour onoe the
electric field exceeds the threshold value is ~lite different.
The figure demonstrates that the non-uniformity of tho
biasine eleotric field is severe. Its coneequences for the diaGno~Jt~c
potential of the proposed bridge measurement are immediate.
fields, such that no part of the specLuon 1s in the N.D.C. recion the
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measurement remains valid. At higher fields, the miorowave
energy is effeotively distributed within a stratified medium; as
shown in Figure 4. In this figure we distinguish three mnjor
strata. Region one, near to the oathode, has positive conductivity
and is therefore lossy. It is, however, a small region acoordine
to the data shown in Figure 2, being about one micron in total
thickness.
Region two is one of strong non-uniformity of the electric
field, and, in consequence, of the free oarrier ooncentration and
the effective permittivity. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the
free electron concentration through the specimen. (In Seotion 5
we shall see that the oonoentration non-uniformity is much largor
in GaAs spe~imens in oonsequence of the larger magnitude of the N.D.C.)
Region two ls a region in which energy is supplied to the wave rather
than being extraoted from it as is the case in region one.
Region three is of oonsidel'able intel'est owing to its size.
In this region the velooity field ourve may be saturated, or have a
slight positive conductivity. Thus oonduotive losses in this VOl'Y
'lal'ge region are either zero or very small.
It is thus clear that onoe the threshold field for N.D.C.
ia exceeded, the striation of the specimen will introduce an averaging
effect into the measurement made by the microwave probe. Any
nega.tive mobility observed is, therefore, a minimum value, in contrf'.ot
to measurements below threshold, whioh are, in principle, directly
meaningful. (In the latter case we ensure that field gradients ncar
to the oontacts are unimportant by having speoimens very much thicker
than the micron or so over which contact effeots extend).
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3.2.3 Fre(1uencv Limit
We turn now to the oomplexities of the transport prooess
comprised within the terms a-r and O'""i' The microwave , electric
fields are small in comparison to the bias field in the present
experiment, and therefore an incrementa.l conductivity, appropriate Ii
to a particular bias field, may be used in the equations of section t','IO
for the complex wave-vector. It is well known that this conductivity
will not necessarily be equal to the "slope" conductivity, aa defined
by the gradient of the velocity-field characteristic. Indeed, the
present experiment resembles the \~ork of Gibson et a1 (1) in which
the microwave conductivity of a positive resistance sample was
studied. Following the philosophy of that work, we conclude that'
in order that the T.E.M. wave may follow the N.D.C. both wl:.'M c 1
and w1:'e < 1 are necessary. (Here 1'"M and 're: are the momentum
and energy ralnxation times respectively). However, there is
ourrently little doubt that the N.D.C. in n-Ge is a transferred
electron effect(3), and recent work on the N.D.C. in GaAs has shown
that the freque~cy limitation(4) for observation of an N.D.C. lies
well below that suggested by a simple relaxation time approximation.
Thus, whilst an upper frequency limit for observation of erowine wavea
clearly exists, it is dangerous to imply its value from a simple model
of the transport in n-Ge. Guidance in the choice of angular
frequency of the wave ia therefore sought from other experir.lentaldat«,
A number of workers have shown that in the wann electron
regme, n-Ge shows significant "~'t' effects" at 9 GHz (6) with
oa lattice temperature of 77 K. In the hot eleotron, regimo
the work of Koenig(7) suggests, (and we now believe) that
non-equivalent intervalley soattering beoomes an important process.
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Thus the foregoing data may not be relevant to the N.D.C. regime.
However, using Morgan's (5, 6) teohnique, Zuker et al(8) have
shown that with a frequenoy of 2.85 GHz the miorowave and slope
oonduotivities are in agreement throughout the wal~ and hot carrier
regions. Therefore, in the light of this data, a frequency of
of 3 GHz or less is desirable in the present work, in order that
the measurement may be valid for all bias fields between zero and
the threshold for N.D.C.
3.3 Sur.nnar.vof Experimental Constraints, Leadine to a Finalised
Exper1mental Scheme
The foregoing discussion has served to focus attention upon a brideo
omeasurement to be performed at 11 K, in order that important diagnostic
measurements may be made upon the weak N.D.C. existing in n-Ge at thio
temperature. Under these conditions the problems of non uniformity are
minimal. The frequency is to be 3 GHz or less, N.A. ~ 2.2 x 1014 cm-2
and N.L. <: 2 x 1013 cm-2 are required, and the specimen aspeot ratio in two
of its dimensions is to be of the order of ten.
Further constraints are applied by :
i) the necessity of retaining a reasonably high spocimen
impedance in order that high field pulses may be applied to it.
u) problems of making the specimen "load" any chosen
microwave circuit.
iii) the necessity of having microwave and biasine electric
fields parallel to each other, and the < 100,. crystallographic
direction.
Microstrip transmission line is chosen as the most convenient
microwave environment for the specimen, which ls compatible with the
foregoing restrictions. (see Figure 5) Waveguide is too large nt these
frequencies, whilst coaxial line cannot be used owing to the orystallo-
graphioally direotiona.l properties of the n.D.C. in n-Ge.
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3.3.1 Microstrip Trl'l,nsmisslonLine
The properties of simple oonfigurations of microstrip
transmission line are by now well understood(9). This trancmiasion
line supports a T.E.M. wave, thus satisfying the polarisation
requirement, for the osoillatory miorowave field is neoessarily
parallel to a biasing field applied between live and ground planes.
It has no cut-off wavelength, so that the W dimension, in Fieure 5,
can be made small. In oonsequence, the remaining unspecified
speoimen dimension (that dL~ension normal to both the biasing field
and the propagation direction) becomes small. We shall now denons't rate
that this renders it possible to match the high field pulse source
into the specimen whilst still allowing the specimen to offer a good.
filling factor to the transmission line.
The calculated'rel~tionshlp between the microstr1p impedanc~
and WIt is shown in Figure 6 for the case when the whole of the
half space above the earth plane is filled with a uniform dielectrio
medium. Approximately 75% of the microwave flux is ooncentrated
in the region between live and ground planea(10), and we therefore
propose filling only this region of the transmission line with Ge.
The high dielectrio oonstant of Ge will of course inorease the
fraotion of microwave energy oonfined within the specimen volume.
Using the approximate aspeot ratio of 10 alrea~ introduoed,
we note that the specimen resistanoe ia (see Figure 5)
R • ....e...l!.
spec A.VI.
-L •
L- . 1-nA w
nt
.1..• •
10
L- 1-• -L
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is W since it fills the area below the live plru1e.
Where the resistivity and the specimen width,
Thus the speoimen resistanoe is readily superimposed upon
the impedance data of Figure 6 for a variety of N.L.IN.A. products,
as in Figure 7. It is clear from this data that a quite reasonable
specimen impedance, (3i ohms) a microstrip impedance of 50 or~s, fu~d
a large microwave filling factor, in excess of 75% with N.A •• KOGC
(i.e. at the point of insertion gain) can all be achieved
simultaneously in this geometry. This contrasts with experience
in waveguide where other workers have found difficulty in maintaining
simultaneouslY hieh filling factors and specimen impedances(1)~
3.3.2 The Experimental System
The complete experimental system is shown schematically in
Figure 8. With the exception of the specimen mounted in microstrip,
all of the elements are coaxial transmission line units, these beine
the only ones available at this frequency., The phase shifter is in
fact a line stretcher, phase measurements beine obtained by simply
measurine the overall physical length of the stretcher, and relating
this to the wave-length in this air oored ooaxia1 line.
The transformation from coaxial to microstrip transmission
line is of course of some importance since this is an interface
between a balanced and unbalanced transmission line. The "Ea1un"
is made, following the prescription used sucoessfully by other
workers(9). However, it was found that this device could eive riso
to mismatch reflections. In order to minimise the importance of any
suoh refleotions, 20 dB attenuators were placed within the bridee in
such a way as to optimise the single transit signal in relation to
~ signal multiply refleoted within the bridge oirouit. Similarly,
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inclusion of the circulator to isolate the bridge and R.F. source
proved essential for reliable measurements.
The high pass filter ( 600 MHz) allows the microwavo power
to reach the detector diode and Bucceeding equipment, whilst
preventing the high field biasing pulse reaching the detector.
ThuB any spurious effects, owing to the high field pulse accidentally
biasing the detector diode and thus changing its sensitivity, are
avoided. An intentional biasing facility which allows the diode
sensitivity to be optimised during the balancing of the bridge is
however included.
Having detected the envelope of the microwave radiation, and
then imposed subsequent stages of A.C. gain, there is clearly some
uncertainty concerning the D.C. level which oorresponds to zero
microwave power, emergent from the balanced bridge. This problem
.is overcome by the synchronising loop which locks a 100i~ modulation
of the microwave signal to the high field pulse in the manner shown
schematically in Figure 9. (An identical technique was used by
Gibson et al(1) in their bridge measurements).
3.3.3 Snecimen Problems
Fabrication of the specimen and maintaining it at 77°K was
expected to provide no problem. The latter requirement was, in
fact, readily satisfied, by immersing the complete microstrip
assembly in liquid nitrogen slowly, in order to avoid thermal shocks
to the specimen. (When the bridge was balanoed with no speoimen in
the microstrip line, immersion of the miorostrip line in a liquid
nitrogen bath did not disturb the bridge's balance). However, in
spite of careful cooling, oonsiderable diffioulty was experienced in
forming contacts which were capable of withstanding the cooling cycle.
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It was found that the problems aro se from the unusually lnrce
contaot area employed in the present experiment (0.5cm by 0.5 cm)
and the thermal mismatch between specimen and contact plnte. The
problem was finally solved only when it was found that 601d plated
Kovar could provide a good thermal match to Ge. When this was used
as oontact material, in a normal gold/gelwanium eutectic jW1ction,
it provided an entirely satisfactory bond, capable of withstru1ding
numerous thermal cyoling events.
3.3.4 Mee,8urement
Measurements of the phase and amplitude settings required
to produce a balance during a high field pulse were made as a
function of applied eleotrio field on a ranee of more than
thirty samples.
3.4 Ann1.ys5.sof RasH1ts
In analysing these results, it is clearly necessary to take account
of the immediate microwtlve environment in which the sample is placed. The
theory of microstrip transmission line in an infinite dielectric medium
has already been mentioned, and is fairly well established. Some work has
also been done in which the dielectrio is restricted to an inrini te sheet
of thickness L and positioned between live and earth planes. No work
is known of, in whioh the microstrip is loaded in the manner now proposed
and shown in Figure 5. It has' therefore been necessary to treat this
configuration theoretically, in order that results may be analysed. This
work is relegated to Appendix III in order to maintain continuity in the
present discussion.
The experimental results are conveniently plotted on a phase/amplitudrj
plane, each point upon this plane then corresponding to an observation
,
at a known electrio field strength. Typical results are shown
in Figure 10. The origin of this phase amplitude plane ia clearly
arbitrary in as much as the length of the arms of the bridge ia arbitrary.
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However, the zero field mobility is well known and may therefore be used
as a reference point for analysis of the experimental results.
Appendix III provides en expression for the microstrip impondunce in
terms of the specimen dimensions and its (complex) mobility. Thus havine
a known specimen geometry, the phase and amplitude of a signal
transmitted through the specimen may be evaluated for any assumed mobility.
(The correotion required to bring the origin of the theoretioa.l and
experimental phase/amplitude planes into coinoidence is simply evaluated
us1l'1e tho zero field mobility.) It is therefore possible to analyse the
foregoing experimental results merely by guessing an initial mobility and
subsequent successive approximation onto the observed signal phase and
amplitude at each field strength.
A rather more elegant method of performing this analysis which includo3
the shift of origin of the theoretical phase amplitude space is however used.
A set of values of the quadrature mobility (Pi) and in phase mobility (Pr)
are used to compute a set of theoretical phase/amplitude points end these
are plotted on a phase/amplitude plane with the Bame scale as the
experimental data. Points of common u can be joined, and similarly
. I l'
points of oornmon)li can be joined formine a mesh. This mesh is then laid
upon the experi~ental data and moved over it until the zero field
experimental (phase/amplitude) point lies under the point on the mobility
mash which is equal to the lcnown zero field mobility. Eaoh rema.ining
experimental (phase amplitude) point may then be read off directly as a
mobility using the overlay mobility mesh. The data obtained by
this analytic technique is shown in Figures11 and 12. However,
it should be mentioned that considerable diffioulty is encountered in
obtaining reliable, and reproducible results. This is often associated
with specimens failing to load the rnicrostrip, so that the majority of the
microVJave signal passed round the specimen rather than throuBh it aa is
indioated in the microstrip analysis.
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The real part mobility versus field plot shown in FiGUre 11 may
clearly be integrated to provide a velocity field curve. Such an
integration has been performed yielding the results shown in FiGUre 13.
Comparison is made here with the theoretical velocity field curve obtained
by Paige(11), and other experimentally evaluated velocity field curves.
It will be seen that the present experimental data compares well with that
of other workers. The theoretical data ia fitted to this data and its
approximate agreement is not therefore meaningful except in so far as it
validates the theoretical work.
The experimental values of fr and Pi can of course be ueed to
evaluate an effective specimen permittivity using the 'equations of
Section 2, see Figure 14. These results indicate not only a falling free
carrier contribution to the total dielectric constant, but also sienificant
capacitative free carrier effects. The former effect is to be expected
owing to the decreasing momentum relaxation time which accompanies
*increasing free carrier energy owing to increasing elect rio field streneth.
However, the capacitative behaviour indicates that even lower frequencies
should ideally have been employed in this measurement in order to nvoid
frequency dependent effects. Such frequencies would however introduce
further problems of specimen design which are not easily negotiated.
In this section the in phase and quadrature mobilities have been
evaluated and a velocity field curve deduced. The measurement has been
-------------------------------------
* The experimental temperature dependence of the mobility has been
found to be of order T- 1.66 for lattice temperatures of 700K and above.
Aooustio phonon soattering may be expected to provide a T-1.5 law,
which is in faot to be seen in pure material below 700K (12).
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seen to be strictly valid only when the electric field at all points
within the specimen is belo'llthe threshold field for n.D.C. In the
region of greatest interest, it provides only a minimum negative slope
mobility of -50 cm2/vsec. However, the general form of the velocity
field ourve ia seen to be in acceptable agreement with other Vlork, which
is not surprising since this curve is dominated by the reliable results
obtained below the threshold field rather than those above it. Calculation
of the effective dieleotrio constant reveals that aome frequenoy dependent
effects are present in this measurement. This faotor together with the
problem of arranging for the specimen to adequately load the microstrip
transmission line limit the ultimate potential of this technique in the
case of n-Ge.
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4. Observation of Bnission of T.E.M. Waves Generated within
fI,n-Ge Cavity, findtheir Diacnostic Potentia.l
In the previous Section, an experimental evaluation of the complex
omobility in n -Ge at 71 K with the biasing electric field parallel to the
.( 100) direction, was presented. It provided only a minimum value for tho
negative slope mobility, owing to probleme of spatial non-uniformity of
the biasing eleotrio field, and more importantly, it was difficult to
make the specimen intercept the incident microwave power effectively, in
spite of the care taken to obtain a large microwave filling factor.
One way in which the microwave, system may be forced to encounter the
speCimen, would be for this energy to be generated within the specimen.
That ie, to dispense with a bridee measurement, increase the N.A. product
beyond the threshold for oscillation, and 6tu~ the emission spectrum. It
is intended that the N.L. product be retained below the critical value for
domain formation. Thus we deal here with "electromagnetio instability"
rather than "space charge instability" or "hybrid instability".
(See Section 2).
Such observations stil,l have diagnostio value, for the frequency of
oscillation, together w~th the speoimen length, is olearly related to the
effective dielectric constant within the specimen. Similarly, if an
empirical N.A. product for oscillation is determined, this provides
information concerning the rate of growth of T.E.M. waves within the N.D.C.
medium. Finally, and of equal importance, such an observation of microwave
emission would demonstrate the existence of a new method by which
microwave energy may be extracted from a bulk N.D.C.; an alternative
to the space charge instability which ia usually exploited in the
Gunn effeot.
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4.1 Experimante.1 Concept
In Seotion 3, computed N.A. produots for osoillation were presented
in Figure 2. However, in these calculations, the negative mobilities
employed are close to the maximum value that may be expeoted, and are
therefore low frequenoy values. The disoussion of experimental conatraintn
plaoed a value of 3 GHz upon the upper frequenoy beyond whioh frequency
depend~nt effects, and thus, presumably, reduction of the N.D.C. is to
be expeoted. Consequently, the value of A. must be suoh that
in addition to the constraint plaoed upon N.A. for osoillation to
*ooour.
Eeyond this oonsideration, the constraints upon speoimen design
are such as in the previous section.
The observation envisaged is simply one of the emission spectrum
and its dependence upon biasing electrio field, free carrier
concentration, crystal orientation etc.
4.2 Experimental System - 1
4.2.1 "Bri'5ht up" Technique
Initial measurements were made using a simple "brieht up"
teohnique, on a Hewlett-Paokard spectrum analyser, and photographio
reoording. The system is shown sohematically in Figure 1. A
synohronising pre-pulse from the pulse generator was used to drive-------------------------------------
* The work in Seotion 3, and theoretical calculations for Gallium
Arsenide(1) indioate that any free carrier contribution to th~ lattice
dieleotrio oonstant, when biased into N.D.C., ia likely to be small
or positive.
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a monostable multivibrator of variable output pulse width. This
was differentiated, olipped, and the trailing edge used to drive
a second variable width monostable multivibrator. In this way a
pulse which is suitable for intensity modulation of the cathode ray
tube of the spectrum analyser, was readily obtained. The width
and delay of the intensity modulation pulse was adjusted eo that it
v fell within the high field pulse using the oscilliscope monitor,
thus allowing the speotrum analyser to paint the display soreen only
during the high field pulse. Since a maximum I.F. bandwidth of
1 MHz is provided on the speotrum analyser, a high field pulse
duration of about 5 micro-seoonds is olearly neoessary.
4.2.2 The Measurement and Results
In this measurement some care was neoessary in discriminating
between spurious and genuine signals. Beoause of the sensitivity of
the sp~otrum analyser ( -80 to -90 d.Bm.) it was particularly
susceptible to breakthrough from other miorowave generators in the
neighbourhood of the laboratory. Thus at eaoh stage a control
photograph was taken with no high field pulse applied to the specimen.
In this way it was found possible to avoid confusion with signals
received from sources outside the immediate experimental gear.
Additional problems were enoountered in this measurement
which were attributable both to spurious signals originating within
the high field pulse raok and to sparking at the speoimen. This latter,
first beoame evident when a specimen went open oircuit durine a
measurement, and yet emission was still observed. Subsequently
measurements were at all times made of the specimen resistance before
and after a run, and dummy runs performed with no specimen in the
micro-strip. It will be clear that a degree ot integration is possible
upon the photographio film, by superposition of many sweeps through the
speotrum. The potential ot this faoility was used to its maximum.
-66-
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FIGURE 2
Emission spectra. froluN-Ga at 77°X, with electrio field a.pplied in a. < 100 >
direction. The dispersion is such as to present 1GHz across the oOlUplete
spectrwn.
The upper photo~ph shows emission oentred upon 3.33GHz, with a biasing
pulse of 9 volts.
The centre photograph shows the 3.33GHz emission removed when the high field
pulse is switched off.
The lower photograph with the 9 volt field pulse re-applied shows emission in
a spectral range centred uporr 2.65GHz and with a dispersion of 2GHz across the
complete spectrum.
The a.pplied field strength is obtained by multiplying the pulse voltage by
342 cm-1•
I
• i

Finally, we comment upon the problems of sienal ambiguity
whioh arise with the Hewlett-Packard spectrum analyser. These
spring from the use of a local osoillator which, by mixing twice with
a high frequency signal oan produce a signal which ia easily conrused
with a lower frequency signal whioh haa mixed once with the local
oscillator. It ia of course the well known problem of image
frequencies encountered in radio reoeivers, and has been B~lved in
all of the work in this and the next seotion by using a set of
suitable filters. At first, a set of waveguide seotions, with
co-axial to waveguide transformers at eaoh end were fabricated;
these providing a crude but oonvenient 'series of high pass filters.
Subsequently, a set of co-axial band pass filters were obtained
and used throughout the remainder of this project.
The photographio recording system was employed suooessfully
as a means of demonstrating the existence of emission from samples
. 0of 6 ohm-om n-Ge at 77 K, and having the eleotrio bias field and
wave propagation veotors parallel to ~ 100') orystallographio axes.
Some typioal results are shown in Figure 2. A great number of such
qualitative observations were made, providing ample evidenoe of the
existenoe of this new mode of microwave emission proposed in
Section 2. However, some improvement in the signal to noise level
and method of reoording data is olearly desirable. Comments upon
the nature of the emission, and oonclusions drawn, are therefore
postponed until a more suitable experimental teohnique has been
introduoed.
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4.3 ExperirnE'ntl'll S.ystem - 2
Inte~!'~tine "L1.tch ~.nd Hold" Detection
In an attempt to inorease the ultimate sensitivity of the
detection aystem, relative to noise and to the spurious sienal
breakthrough level, an integra.ting latch and hold system wa.s
developed. The integrating latoh and hold aystem ia now becoming
fairly well known(2) and is essentially a pulsed version of a phase
sensitive deteotor. It capitalises upon the fact that the required
signal is only occasionally present (i.e. during the high field pulse)
and we know when these occasions ooour. Thus, provided the unwanted
signals are neither always present (C.W. signals) nor locked to the
pulse recurrent frequenoy (P.R.F.) of the experimental system,
integration of those signals occuring during the high field pulse must
improve the ratio of the real signal to the breakthzough level
In its simplest form the latch and hold circuit is no more
than a switch which is closed dur~g prescribed time intervals. '-'lhen
olosed the incoming signal is fed into a. system which ia capable of
sensing and storing its amplitude, in a charaoteristio time known ns
the "learning time". When the switch is opened, the stored
information is lost in a "deoay time" whioh is in general req_uire(l
to be as long as possible, and certainly very much longer than the
learning time. The cirouit thus "latohes onto" an instantaneous
voltage and holds it.
If information is likely to vary randomly from pulse to
pulse, and the P.R.F. can be made sufficiently high, the latoh and
hold output signal may be integrated over many pulses provid.ing
spurious signal rejection as required. It is in this latter role
as an integrating latoh and hold system that we perform the present
measurements. The oirouit which was built is shown in
-G8-
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FIGURE 5
In this figure a latoh and hold speotrum is displ~ed with a photo~aph of .
the spectrum analyser screen displl\Y inset. In each case loW' frequencies are to
be found on the left of the display and high frequencies on the right.
Increasing amplitude of si~ is plotted up\vards on the spectrum analyser
screen but downwards on the latch and hold display.
It is seen that the signal to noise ratio is remarkablY' improved in the la.tch
and hold display. The signal is a dUlllIIlJ'signal centred upon 4GHz, \Vith a.
1GHz dispersion across the complete spectrum, in both the latch and hold and
the photosraphio display.

Figures 3a and 3b but 1s not entirely original work of the
present author.
The experimental configuration is shown schematically
in Figure 4.
In Figure 5 experimental results indioating the
effeotiveness of the integrating latch and hold circuit, which was
oonstructed, are provided. The amall signal which ia only just
visible by photographic techniques ia shown olearly resolved by
the integrating latch and hold system even when,as in this example,
a very small integration time oonstant of 12.2 seconds is used.
Some caution in choice of the rate at which the spectrum is
swept relative to the integration time constant is necessary. The
criterion governing the sweep rate is clearly that the frequency ranGo
swept in one integration time constant should not exoeed tho spoctral
resolution of·the spectrum analyser. A rea~ cheok upon the choice
of speotral sweep rate relative to integration time is of course
provided by simply repeating the recording in the reverse direction
and looking for reproducibility of the spectrum.
4.3.2 The Measurement and Results
Reference has alreaqy been made to the fact that a spurious
signal having the same P.R.F. as the experimental system, or a C.W.
signal, are not rejected by the present system. Thus, it is necessary
not only to do control runa with no field applied to the specimen,
thus locating' spurioua external C.W. signala, but also runs in which
the same amplitude hieh field pulse is applied to the micro-strip
system without a specimen in it. In the latter observation spurious
signals generated by the high field rack have on occasion been
discovered. These signals would otherwise have been attributed to
the Xl.D.C. in Ge, since on removing the drivine pul se from the
-69-
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The first set of la.tch and hold spectra show the effect of increasing the
biasing electric field strength, applied in the < 100> directio'i'l to a Ge
. "- 770TI'specJ.manall .l\.. It will be S(1)U tha.t a. spike at the low frequency (left)
end of the snec'trum is always present •..
In the second set of latch and hold spectr-a.the samesignal is seen to exist
in the absence of an1 high field pulse, (upper trace) and is therefore spurious.
In the lower tra.ce an additional signal is seen when a hiGh field pulse is
applied to the empty tra.nsraission line. This also is therefore spurio\ls.
Electric field strengths are obtained by tr~tiplying the indicated pulse
a.mplitudes by 666 cm-1•
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specimen the spurious signals would disappear giving the appearnnce
of a genuine signal rather than a'spurious external signal. In
the results shown in Figure 6, these two control runs will be seen
included. oAll results presented here are for Ge at 77 K, with
electrio field parallel to the < 100> axis. The specimen geometry
is 0.15 cm x 0.45 cm x 0.45 cm. The electric field is parallel
to 0.15 Cm dimension. Whilst some external spurious signals are
olearly evident with zero applied field, an additional signal is also
introduced by the high field supply even in the absence of mJ:y
specimen. High field runs in the presence of a specimen on the
other hand have even more emission spectra. However, the obvious
immediate conclusion that the remaining speotra are generated by the
specimen is not tenable, for evidenoe of mixing within the specimen
was also obtained i.e. the specimen can behave as a microwave
mixer, generating new emission ~requencies from the incident
microwave power,. rather than as a miorowave generator in its own
right. It was, therefore, generally necessary to remove microwave
signala generated by the pulse source by suitable soreeninc, slowine
down of pulse edges etc. (Similar mixing of external spurious
signals was not found to occur presumably because they were picked
up directly at the spectrum analyser, in contrast to the spurious
signals from the pulse source. These, it can readily be
demonstrated, only reaoh the spectrum analyser by travelling alone
oo-axial leads via the Ge specimen).
Having completely automated this experimental gear, a laree
number of spectra were readily accumulated (approximately 150 on
over a dozen speoimens) eaoh of whioh required i to 1 hour of
observation time. The speoimen fabrication prooedure is exaotly
-70-
The four latch and hold spectra are for increasine pulse amplitudes and
,
showemission below the spectral centre freq,uency of 1GHz. The specimen is
of !l-Cc at 770lC with the field applied in a. < 100> direction. CA single
very tall spike , present in a.ll spectra, is spu:dous). The electric field
.strength is obtained in each case by mulJliiplyingthe pulse amplitude by
105 cm-1•
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as in Seotion 3.1. All the speotra oa.nnot be inoluded here,
rather, we now draw out the salient features of the experimental
observations.
Importance o~ Free Carrier Conc~ll:~ration a.nd S£ecimcn G~~rn_qt_r.,y'
Materials having three different free oarrier oonoentrations
were employed in the work.
Material "A" •
We oommenoe with results obtained in the most heavily doped
14 /material whioh had 2.5 x 10 free oarriers 00. Emission spectra
are presented in Figure 7, for a speoimen having all edges parallel
to ~ 100> orystallographio direotions, and being 0.15 om in length
parallel to the biasing eleotrio field, and 0.45 om in the remaining
.two direot ions. This free oarrier oonoentration and eeometry was
ohosen with the objeotive of testing the oonolusions reaohed in
Seotion three oonoerning the range of frequencies over whioh N.D.C.
may be observed; beoause the free oarrier ooncentration is
relatively high, the dimension "A" parallel to the direotion of
propagation, may be quite short, foroing any emission stenuning from
eleotromagnetio instability to a high frequenoy. The frequenoy
expeoted from the present speoimen would be of order
C ;!:J 7.5 GHz
•L
whioh of oourse is above the estimated oeiling value for N.D.C.,
obtained in Seotion 3, of about 5 GHz.
It will be observed that the emission which was detected
was not at 7.5 GHz but near 1 GHz. No amount of matching, mismatohine,
or general adjustment of the miorowave oirouit could foroe the
specimen to operate at anything like the 7.5 mlz required by
-71-
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the specimen geometry. This result will be used at a later sta.ce
to confinn our ideas of a oeiline frequency for H. D.C. of around
5 mIz. However, first it is necessary to determine what mode of
operation oan eive rise to emission in the 1 GHz ranee.
(i) Loneitudinal Specimen Stabilit~
The specimen employed in obtaining the fairly typical
results of Figure 7, has been sectioned, and the actual effective
contaot separation, after the alloying process, found to be 0.95 mm.
Thus this specimen had an N.L. product of 2.38 x 1013 cm-2, which
is to be compared with an empirical N.L. product, obtained by
McGroddy et al, which is "well in excess of 2 x 1013 cm-2•ft This
specimen cannot therefore be classified as space charge stable on
the basis of these figuxes.
Evidence that these observations cannot be traced to a
simple transit mode of operation may be derived from the frequency
of operation. This is clearly in the 700 - 900 MHz ranee. Now
the stable domain velocity is usually slightly less than the
. 7
electron's saturated drift velooity (1.2 x 10 cm/sec). Recent
. (4)
measurements by Mc~roddy et a1 with a capacitative probe, provide
a domain velocity of 1.14 x 107 cm/sea at 77°K (taken from the
gradient' of Figure 8 of this reference), which is thuB approximately
in keeping with the accepted value of the saturated drift velocity.
With a specimen length of 0.95 mm, a transit mode frequency of
7
approximately 1.14 x 10 • 120 MHz is therefore implied. That0.095
is, if the sample were space charge unstable. This frequency is in
marked contrast with the observed frequenoyof emission between
For the domain mode of: operation to be responsible
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for such frequencies, one would have to invoke some mechanism of
domain quenohing, whilst only 1/6th of the way across the sample,
and subsequent re-nuoleation at the cathode, or the existence of
multiple domains.
Domain quenohing may ocour, as disoovered by McGroddy
et a1'(4) owing to impaot ionisation across the energy eap. However,
as he also points out, this leads to lower rather thaq higher
frequenoies of operation since the resultant spaoe charge remains
to be extraoted before re-nucleation of the domain may proceed.
Furthermore, the collapse of such high domain fields is inconsistent
with the present extremely low power levels detected. (see below)
Domain quenching by voltage starvation, as in the so
oalled quenohed domain mode(6), requires suffioiently hieh R.F.
fields to reduce the mean speoimen field well below the threshold
field to the minimum sustaining field. (In 3.5 Ohm em GaAs 0.25 ern
long Heeks et al (7) found 0.5 E1r for example). More important than
the preoise distance below the threshold field at which the minimum
sustaining field oocurs, is the fact that our mean biasing field is,
for example, 1 KV/cm beyond the threshold field. This corresponds
to R.F. potential fluotuations of ! 100 volts on a 50 Ohm line
(in a circuit whioh apparently has a low Q) about the pulsed
biasing potential of 400 volts. This R.F. power of 200 watts ia to
be oompared with the present observations in which the noise level
is at -80 to 90 dBm, and signals are perhaps 10 dB up on this level •.
Domain quenching by either meohanism is thus unlikely.
11) Transverse Speo imen Stal)i1it.t
Having demonstrated that a simple domain mode of
operation ls unl1kelybut not impossible, ,we oompare the present
-73-
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FIGURE 8
The observation here is as for f'ieure 7 but for the renlOva.lof 5 cm
of open circuited co-axial line fr.om one end of the specimen
transmission line. The same lazo3'3 spurious signal spike is seen a..~ Low
frequenoies to&'3ther with one additiona.l Olia which is labelled. However
in spite of the use of simila.r fields, no strong emission is now seen
in this frequ03ucy range.
-----~---..'--" . -----~___.---.


results with the requirements for electromagnetio instability.
An approximate theoretical n.A. product of 2.2 x 1014 cm-2 has
been introduced in Section 3 as the threshold of electromaenetic
instability. In the present experiment the N.A. product is
14 14 -22.5 x 10 x 0.5 cm • 1.25 x 10 cm ,thus to the accuracy
of the theory, the specimen is on the threshold of electromaGnetic
instability. However, the calculation does assume that microwave
reflection occurs at germanium/air boundaries, whilst in the
experiment this is clearly not the case, for the frequency of
observed emission (700 - 900 MHz) does not correspond with a cavity
dimensional resonanoe expected at apprpximately
It is apparent that having failed to become unstable
between its own boundaries at 8.3 m{z, the specimen has found one or
more, distant mismatches which provide sufficiently large reflection
coeffioients for round trip gain to occur at a lower frequency. In
the results of Figure 7 the location of the mismatch is readily
found. "Looking" from the specimen towa.rds the spectrum analyser
each item presents a guaranteed 50 ohm load. Lookin6 away from the
spectrum analyser, however, we see an open circuit, which is thus,
not only the most likely source of an external mismatch reflection,
.but the only possible source apart from ooupling to the high field
pulse line, which should' be minimal.
This oonolusion is confirmed by the data of Figure 8
in which the cavity is shortened by removing 5 c~n of open circul ted
co-axial line whioh was attached to the open oirouited end of the micro
strip transmission line. We note that the emission pattern is
entirely changed.
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At 0.8 GHz the wavelength in oo-axial line is approximately
20 ems. Dearing in mind that we are concerned with round trip
effects, the cavity of interest which includes the speoimen, has
therefore been shortened from approximately 10 cms to 5cms in effective
length in co-axial line. Thus, consi.stent with the observations, we
expect emission to have been moved to higher frequencies beyond the
present spectral range. Not only can this observation be regarded
eo"'S;s~£,.,r IJ;~NaB gesfiPmiag the foregoing desoription of the mode of operation, but
it also emphasises the faot that adequate mismatohes can be produoed
outside the speoimen for low frequency operation. Our failure to
move this emission frequenoy beyond 2.3 GHz however otearly indioates
that these higher frequenoies (5 - 7.5 GHz) do lie in the ranee
where frequenoy dependent effeots have produoed major reduotions in
the strength of the N.D.C. if not annihilated it.
To summarise, the foregoing discussion of material A thuo
indioates .
That the mode of emission is one in which the
speoimen is a signifioant part (10,%) of a larger miorowave oavity,
wher~ round trip gain occurs for T.E.M. wavea.*
-------------------------~----~------
* The present mode of operation is in many ways mid-way between work
done by Thim(8) on low N.L. produot amplifiers, and the initial objective of
produoing eleotromagnetio instability within the sample boundaries. In
the work of Thim a sample of GaAs having N.L. below the oritical value for
domain formation behaves as a LOCALISED negative resistance circuit element,
with the microwave flux flowing around the sample rather than throu~l it.
Here the microwave flux is partially within the sample and partially outside
it; the sample is certainly not insignificant in proportion relative to a
wavelength of radiation. (In praotise of course, further contrast exists
in that~in the present work, OSCILLATION (not amplification) is achieved
w1th N.L. below its oritioal value, and this is in germanium rather than
gallium arsenide).
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FIGURE 9
Latch and hold emission spectl.'"l.l!ufroIillT-Ce at 77°X., in which a spurious
signal spike OCCi.1XS at the extreme J.ef·1iof: tlH spectrum. The remainine
spikes are s~nuiU$. The electric field strengch is found by multiplying
-1
the indicated pulse volta,~ bY'143 ern •

2) There is no deteotable N.D.O. at 8 GHz. If
an N.D.O. does exist at this frequenoy it is oertainly much weaker
than that existing at lower frequenoies. Thus the broad predictions
oonoerning the frequenoy dependence of this N.D.O. are confirmed.
Subsequent work by Professor Meyer(5) has similarly
failed to deteot any N.D.O. in such material at 9 GHz, in the
< 100> field direotion and at 77°K.
Material "B"
We now desoribe further work in whioh the mode of
operation is forced into the regime of eleotr~magnetio instability,
by Buitable choioe of sample length in the propagation direotion
and choioe of free carrier oonoentration. To this end, we inorease
the "A" dimension of the sample to allow a lower frequenoy of
operation, and reduoe the conduotivity of the sample material in
order to establish spaoe oharge stability. The work under "B" ia
upon 10 ohms om material (at 300oK) having an ~purity oonoentration
of 1.5 x 1014 om-3• An emission speotrum for a sample of 1.175 ems
in the propagation and< 100> direotions and 0.07 cma in the <,100 >
direotion parallel to the applied biasing electrio field ia shown in
Figure 9. The N.L. product for this specimen is 1.05 x 1013 cm-2,
and it should thus now be stable against domain formation. Its N.A.
. 14 -2produot is 1.76 x 10 cm which is in the estimated region of
threshold for eleotromagnetic instability. Moreover, the frequency
of the observed emission 3.0 to 3.2 GHz is consistent with this
mode of operation whioh would require a frequenoy of approximately
• 3.19 GHz
2x1.176
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FIGURE 10
Latch and hold spectrwn which has one spurious spike a.t 3.5 GHz.
Results are a.s for figure 9, but with the specimen shortened. as
described in the text.

This implioation that the emission observed sprines
from an eleotromagnetic instability is oonfirmed by shortening
the speoimen to 1 om in the propagation direotion "A". The
emission then observed is shown in Figure 10,where emission occurs
primarily in the speotral range 3.6 to 3.8 GHz. (The large spike
at 3.5 GHz is shown by the zero field oontrol run to be an external
spurious break through signal) and emission is to be expeoted at
c- • 3.75 GHz
{L 2% 1.0
At this stage the speoimen had an N.A. produot of
1.5 x 1014 and was osoillating in the required fashion. With the
sample further shortened to 4.5 mm in the propagation direotion no
emission was observed.
These observations establish an empirioal N.A. produot
for osoillation whioh is very olose to the estimated value, and in
turn therefore oonfirms the value of the negative slope mobility
(300om2/V.seo) used in deriving that estimate. The unoertainties
of the preoise form of the effeotive mior~wave oirouit, degree of
oarrier aooumulation throughout the region of N.D.C., validity of
the uniform medium model eto. render any attempt to press preoise
quantitative oonolusions from this data a little unwise. Ra.ther,
we point out that this result for the slope mobility in the resion
of N.D.C. was, when obtained, four times greater than the aooepted
value of 80 om2/V.seo. Sinoe this data was obta.ined and published,
Neukerman3 has obtained p~eoisely this value of 300 om2/Vtseo for
the negative slope mobility. Finally, these observations on the
10 Ohm om material oonstitute the first o~ear out observation of the
form of eleotromagnetio instability initially postulated, in which
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the round trip gain path for a T.E.M. wave lies entirely within
the oavity formed by the speoimen boundaries.
Material "c"
The third material from whioh speoimens were
fabrioated was 20 Ohm cm n-Ge. No emission could be detocted
from any speoimens made out of this material. However, since these
speoimens were limited to 0.5 om in the "A" dimension, providing
13 -2an N.A. produot of 3.37 x 10 om this merely confirms that N.A.
must be greater than this value for eleotromagnetic instability
to ocour. (The data obtained on the 10 Ohm cm material places
an even hieher threshold upon N.A.)
Having discussed the data obtained through studstne
the importance of tree carrier oonoentration and specimen geometry,
we now introduce some other oonclusions provided by the experimental
data alrea~ introduced.
Threshold Eleotrio Field
In Figure 7 a typical electrio field dependenoe of
emission is demonstrated. A olear threshold field for emission is
evident. Sectioning of the speoimen revealed that the effective
oontaot separation was 0.95 mm indioatinB a threshold field for
emission of between 2.75 XV/om, and 3.15 XY/cm. The oonsensus
of many measurements indicate a threshold field for emission of
3.1 XV/cm:t 0.15 XV/cm. It is evident from Figure 7 that the pOVler
of the emission inoreases with field. Thus speoimens which were
only marginally unstable would need biasing well beyond the threshold
•field for N.D.C. before the emission would exoeed our finite
deteotion threshold. We therefore oonolude that the threshold
eleotrio field for N.D.C. is " 2.95 KY/om. This roeul t is
oonsistent with the previous section and ~B to be oompared with
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other measurements of the threshold eleotrio field for N.D.C. which
are already published (1_0)and'which range from 2.2 IN/cm to 3 IN/ern.
(no limits of aocuracy given). It should also be oompared with a
more reoent oareful measurement by Neukerman and Kino(3) in which
a threshold field of 3.35 IN/om at BOoK is obtained. (This latter
work was oarried out after the publioation(9) of the results Biven
here.)
Temperature Dependence
No emission was observed when speoimens were studied
at 300oK. Other temperatures Were not studied owing to the assooiated
oryogenio requirements whioh oould not be met by the present
experimental system.
Crystalloeraphio Orientation Dependence
One specimen was made from 10 Ohm om material in which
the field oould be applied parallel to a <..111>orystalloBraphio
direotion, but no emission was observed either between specimen
boundaries in the desired mode of operation, or employing miorowave
mismatohes external to the specimen.
In summary, the work desoribed in this seotion upon miorowave
emission from n-Ge at 77°K has, first of all, demonstrated the existence
of the proposed mode of eleotromagnetio instability. It has also
provided values of I
i) the threshold elect rio field for N.D.C. (2.95 XV/cm)
ii) the negative slope mobility (300 om2/V Beo.)
iii) the,N.A. produot for osoillation (1.1014 om-2)
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The absence of an N.D.C. for biasing electrio fields parallel
to a <:111> direction has been confirmed; that is, in so far as the
absence of any phenomenon can be conclusively affirmed. Finally, the
frequency ceiling at which the N.D.C. was expected to become weaker
and eventually disappear (5 mlz) has also been substantially oonfirmod.
Conclusions (i) and (ii) above, have recently been reproduced by
Neukerman et al~3'hilst the frequency dependence of the N.D.C. haa,
in a measure, received corroboration from work carried out by
Professor Meyer in which he failed to find any N.D.C. in Ca at 9 GHz(5).
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5. Observation of Emission of T.E.M. Waves Generated within a
GaAs Cavity and some Charaoteristics of the EClinsion Spectrum
In this seotion, the new mode of miorowave emission introduoed
in Seotion 2 and demonstrated experimentally in Seotion 4 ia further
examined. In Seotion 4, the emphasis was upon the demonstration of
a new phenomenon, and the diagnostic value whioh such work may have.
Here, the emphasis is upon the mode of microwave emission itself; its
potential power, its speotral distribution etc. We employ GaAs both
in order that the emission may be more powerful and because of its
importance as the current vehicle for Gunn device fabrication.
In Seotion 5.1, the criteria which govern a successful experiment
in GaAs are oonsidered. In Section 5.2 experimental evidence of the
existence of this mode of miorowave emission in GaAs is presented when
N.L. is smaller than the oritioal value tor domain formation. Estimates
ot the miorowave power, and Bome observations concerning the width of
spectral emission are inoluded, together with other basic characteristios
ot the emission prooess.
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5.1 Choice of Experimental Reeim~
In Section 2, some of the constraints whioh govern the ohoioe
of an experimental regime were enumerated. We now oonsider them in
the context of a proposed experiment in GaAs.
5.1.1 Specimen Stability
Initial work was carried out using speoimens which were
oapable of eleotromagnetio instability onlYJ thus requiring
5 x 1011 om- 2N.L. ~
The former value is obtained from Bott et al(1). The value of
the N.A. produot is obtained using the uniform medium equa.tiona of
Seotion 2, and oomputed* mobility data of Rees et al(2) shown in
Figures 1 and 2. Figure.3 shows the predioted dependenoe of round
trip and insertion gain upon free oarrier oonoentration at a
frequenoy of 4 GHz for a number of speoimen lengths. (see Seotion 2)
The qualitative behaviour of these curves is just the same as for
n-Ge and will therefore not be laboured. Similar curves are
shown in Figure 4 for a higher frequenoy of 23 GHz, again derived
using the Figures 1 and 2. In both Figures 3 and 4 a surfaoe
refleotion oo-effioient defined by the effective permittivity of
the GaAs relative to that of air is employed.
---~------------------------~------
* No experimental information oonoerning the quadrature mobility
was available, whilst this oomputed in phase mobility was in fair
agreement with experiment(7)
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The foregoing stability requirements imply a speoimen
aspeot ratio of
This stands in contrast to the aspeot ratio obtained for
n-Ge. The slope mobilities whioh have been used for n-Ge and
GBAs differ by only a faotor of 10, thus rendering the N.A. products
computed tor the two materials whioh also differ by a faotor of
10, consistent.
It is the N.L. produots which differ by a faotor of 100 and
which are therefore inconsistent with the slope mobilities employed
here. However, both the slope mobilities and the N.L. products are
emperimental values for both materials. The resolution of this
confliot may lie in the faot that observations of emission as a
funotion of N.L. produot oan clearly only place a maximum value
upon the N.L. product, beyond which oscillation can oocur, le.
observations of emission are inoontrovertible, whilst observations
of no emission do not prove the impossibility of emission at such
lower N.L. produots. Consistenoy may be aohieved only therefore
by reducing the N.L. produot for n-Ge, and not by increasine the N.L.
produot for GBAs. Th& work reported in Seotion 4, in which
stability of an n-Ge speoimen was aohieved by shortening it in the
"Aft dimension would however tend to oonfirm the accepted value
of N.L.Ge•
A reduotion in the mobility of n-Ge or an increase of the
slope mobility in GaAs would again introduoe oonsistenoy. Again
however, these quantities are by now well known for GaAs(3), and in
the case of n-Ge reoeive oonfirmation in the present work and
subsequent work of Neukerman(4).
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A third avenue towards oonsistenoy may lie in the diffusion
oonstants. If these oonstants were very different in the two
materials then in spite of their relative mobilities, the N.L.
produots oould remain remarkably different. We aooept both the
figures for the N.L. produot and the slope mobility in the following
work upon GaAs.
5.1.2 Non-uniformity of Biasing Eleotrio Field
We have seen in Seotion 2 that a spatially non-uniform
biasing eleotrio field is to be expeoted in samples whioh are stable
against spaoe charge fluotuations. Using the equations of
Seotion 2, the results shown in Figure 5 were obtained with the
following data
i) Free oarrier conoentration • 8. o. 1014/om3 (zero field)
ii) Lattice dieleotrio constant • 12
iii) Threshold eleotrio field • 3.5 XV/om
iV) The velooity field ourve obtained by Ruch and Kino(3)
The results are qualitatively similar to those obtained for
n-Ge (Seotion 3, Figure 2) and therefore no comments are made
concerning its form. The results are in good agreement with
similar calculations by, for example, I~ous and Robinson(5).
However, no publication has appeared in whioh the aooompanying free
carrier distribution is included.. In Figure 6, the acoompanyine
distribution of space oharge within the speoimen is presented for a
partioular biasing eleotrio field strength.
It will be seen that the spaoe oharge aooumulation in G3AS
is very muoh greater than that predioted in n-Ge (Seotion 3,Fieure 3).
This result emphasises the superiority of n-Ge as a material in which
to attempt diagnostio measurements direoted at the underlying
transport prooess. It also serves to highlight the oare whioh
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must be exercised in using the uniform medium caloulations alrea~
disoussed. These lead to the tiN.A. tI produot evaluated in
Seotion 5.1.1. However, here we show that tiN"may vary by
hundreds of percent within a sample of GaAs whioh is stable aga.inst
small space charge fluctuations.
5.1.3 Frequency Limit
Observations of miorowave emission from a GaAs sample have
been made up to 10 GHz with little ohange in the power output(6).
Thus, at all lower frequenoies, no reduotion of the N.D.C. is
.assumed in the present work.
5.1.4 Specimen Imped~nce
The mioro-strip transmission line system is retained in
fs
f .
i
!
1
the experiments to be desoribed here. This microwave environment
plaoes a oonstraint upon the speoimen geometry whioh has alrea~
been desoribed in Seotion 3. ThuB the oonsequent speoimen impedance,
transmission line impedance and geometry are related as shown in
Figure 7 when the aspeot ratio of Seotion 5.1.1 is assumed. In
spite of the larger aspeot ratio, the impedanoe of the GaAs specimen
is seen to remain aooeptible. This is a consequenoe of the Lower
N.L. produot, and lower CHORD mobility in GaAs at 3000IC than that in
n-Ge at 77°X.
5.2 Observations of Microwave I!lnisslonfrom GaAs
Ih the previous seotion a latoh and hold system was desoribed
whioh was developed in order to stu~ the emission from n-Ge. The GaAs
work desoribed here uses that same experimental system and the same
experimental safeguards to prevent observation of spurious signals.
However, the observations are now made at room temperature rather than
at 77°X as in the case of n-Ge (See Figure 8)
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Latch and hold emission spectrwn obtained from GaAsat 300oK.
All spikes are genuine. Tha electrio field strength is obtained
by multiplying by 125 em-1.

The semi-insulating substrate of a slioe of epitaxial GaAs was
polished off, and silver tin oontaots made to both faoes of the remaining
omaterial by alloying at a temperature of 350 C. The material was then
out into long needle like speoimens, and gold ribbon oompression bonded
to one faoe, whilst the other was attaohed to the earth plane of the
transmission line with a low melting point solder.
The first speoimens studied had N.L. below the oritioal value for
domain formation, the free oarrier oonoentration being 1.7 x 1013 om-3,
and L, the speoimen length parallel to the biasing eleotrio field, being
80 miorons. Results shown in Figure 9 were obtained with a sample of
1.225 em length in the propagation, "A", direotion, providing an N.A.
produot of 2.08 x 1013 om-2• We shall use these results to demonstrate
the charaoteristios of the emission observed from a range of different
samples.
Eleotric Field Dependence
For eaoh of the emission spectra shown, the mean biasing eleotrio
field is well in exoess of the threshold field for N.D.C. in GaAs.
Inoreasing the bias field appears to have very little effect upon the
distribution of energy within the emission speotrum, though the general
level of power emitted inoreases. Reduotion of the eleotrio field, on
the other hand, reveals a sharp threshold field below whioh there is no
observable emission.
Mode of Operation
The sample employed in the results of Figure 9 was shortened to
0.915 em in the A direotion, and at this stage no clear evidence of emission
could be obtained. Thus, it is clear that it is the "Att dimension rather
than the "L" dimension whioh is cruoial in allowing instability. The
empirical requirement for this eleotromagnetio instability is therefore
1.55 x 1013 ~ N.A. ~ 2.08 x 1013 cm-2
which compares well with the estimate of Seotion 5.1.1.
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Free Carrier Concentration
In Figure 10 each specimen trom which emission was observed is
plotted as a fUnotion of its free carrier concentration and length in
the "A" direotion. For reference the rect8.l18Ularhyperbola formed by
the stability condition N.A. • 2 x 1013 is also plotted. It will be
seen that in all cases emission is observed only from those specimens
having an "ll.A"product whioh is greater than this critical value.
In one case emission ia not observed when N.A.exceeds the critical
I
r
I
i
I
i
i
value. This is at a small value of A, and therefore would have been a
high frequenoy sample,.where the mobility haa possibly decreased, requirine
.a longer N.A. for oscillation. Such a conclusion is supported by the
fact that a rather longer sample (in the A dimension) of the same free
carrier oonoentration material ia seen in Figure 10 to have oscillated.
(A similar graph could not be plotted for n-Ge owing to the low
frequency range of operation available to this material).
Frequency of Emission
In Figure 11 the observed frequenoies of emission are plotted as
a function of the speoimen length in the "A" direction. Because of the
charaoteristio breadth of the emission speotrum each speoimen is
represented by a line whose length indioates the breadth of the speotrum.
For reference purposes, the line defined by
f. .£ • ...1.{E 2A
is also shown for which an effeotive permittivity of 16 is used. \7hilst
the general trend of these results seems in keeping with the mode of
operation already suggested, the breadth of the speotrum i8 more reminiscent
.of a noise amplifier than of a oavity in whioh there is a strong neGative
resistanoe. Similar, though less marked speotral charaoteristics were
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a1ao evident in the emission from n-Ge. An understanding of this
oharacteristio feature of the emission is thuB olear1y essential to the
present work.
At this stage we point out that beoause of the mode of experimenta.l
observation, (latoh and hold followed by integration) the spectral
width is uncertain. There are three souroes of/such speotral uncertainty
in this measurement. The first springs from the fact that this is a
pulsed measurement. Thus because the source is only switched on for 5 p
sea no spectral line of leas than 1/5 MHz oan exist or be resolved by the
system.
The second limitation arises because of the role played by the
speotrum analyser. This instrument makes observations of the signal found
within the I.F. bandwidth, then moves to an adjacent frequency and ma.kes
a similar observation. Thus each frequency is observed in turn, and the
rate at whioh the frequency spectrum is swept is so slow that there is
neeligab1e ohange in the frequency of observation during a high field pulse.
Since the spectrum analyser sweep is not synchronised to the high field
pulse, and integration takes place over many pulses, the whole speotrum
is interrogated after a suitable period of time. However, within any one
pulse only one frequency ohanne1 having a width equal to the I.F. bandwidth
of 1 MHz oan be studied, owing to the slow sweep rate. Thus a more
stringent limitation upon the frequency resolution than that imposed by
the pulse length is introduced by the speotrum analyser. A limit which
on the one hand implies that no struoture narrower than 1 MHz can now be
resolved, and on the other hand requires 1 ~ Seo for a signal in a eiven
frequency channel to be properly observed. Any sienal which is present
in a frequenoy ohannel for a shorter period is of oourse still observed,
but with a reduoed sensitivity, energy having been spread into the adjacent
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speotral range to be observed when, in subsequent pulses the analyser
interrogates those frequenoies. Consequently in the present observation
the broad speotrum observed oould be derived either from a Bet of independent
osoillators throughout the frequenoy range eaoh switohed on for the
duration of the high field pulse. Alternatively one osoillator Bweepine
aoross the 1 GHz range during the 5F see high field pulse would produce
a signal in eaoh 1 MHz frequency gate, and therefore also produoe a broad
speotrum. The two are indistinguishable beoause of the instrumental
response time.
Finally, beoause of the pulse to pulse integration whioh is neoessary
it is impossible to tell if a given 1 linIz frequenoy gate reoeives asienal
in eaoh high field pulse, indioating pulse to pulse reproduoibility.
The alternative possibility is of course that the device produoes a different
frequenoy with eaoh high field pulse. In summary therefore, it could be
that
a) All the frequenoies, shown in Figure 9 for example, are
simultaneously present throughout the high field ptuse.
b) The emission speotrum is the same from pulse to pulse, but
changee with time during each high field pulse.
0) The emission is different from pulse to pulse.
These three possibilities will be examined in the following section usine
a series of experiments speoifioally designed to distinguish between
them. They will be referred to as speotra of type a), b) or 0) as they
are considered, and the emphasis will be upon evaluating the "short
*term speotral width"
-------------------------------------
* The phrase "short term speotral width" is not of oourse intended to
imply a measurement of a frequenoy in anything approaohing zero time.
Rather to foous attention upon the importanoe of progressively more rapid
different speotrum for eaoh pulse. (a given frequenoy being observed
observations. (made with a system having an appropriately inoreased
bandwidth). In the case of speotrum a),the observed band width wculd
not ohange. (in the time domain signals at a given frequenoy would occur
at all points within the field pulse). In the seoond caee the speotrum
would get narrower. (and a given frequenoy would ooour at a oertain
time or times within the field pulse). Speotrum o)would present a
from some pulses and not others). Finally of oourse as observation times
ot 10-9 sees and less are approached the observed spectrum must undergo
instrumental broadening.
The tem will be used frequently in this sense throughout the .
remainder of this thesis.
------------------------------------
Power Emitted
A orude estimate of the power emitted is possible, knowing the
sensitivity of the speotrum analyser. This is obtained by using a
oontinuous souroe of a similar frequenoy whioh is fed into the spectrum
analyser and latch and hold systems, via a variable attenuator. ~le
dummy signal was attenuated until it produoed a displaoement upon the pen
reoorder of the same magnitude as that obtained from the aotual device.
Finally, the signal is reduced by further attenuation to beoome
oommensurate with noise upon the spectrum analyser soreen. The
attenuation neoessary at this final stage is equal to the number of dB
by whioh the deteoted signal exoeeds the known noise level of the opectrum
analyser. This procedure produoed an estimated peak power of 1 micro watt
per megaoycle bandwidth.
Two comments are neoessary regarding this eBtima~e. They refor first
to the units employed in the measurement, and seoond, to the oomparison of n
oontinuous dummy signal with a pulsed real signal.
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spectrum defined by the I.F. band width. (1 MHz in the present
The argument is closely allied to that of the previous paragraphs.
However, we now examine its impaot upon measurements of power.
The units of power per unit bandwidth are necessary beoause of the
role played by the speotrum analyser. As we have seen this inFJt:t'UP1'''1nt
makes an observation of the signal recoived within a certain region of the
observation). Then, it moves to the adjacent region and makes a similar
observation there. Such a system cannot therefore distinguish the followin,~
1) Two 1 micro watt osoillators continually present one in
eaoh speotral range, oorresponding to an I.F. bandwidth.
Total power is then 1 micro watt plus 1 micro watt equals
I
I
i
!
I
two situations I
2 micro-watt. (of. Speotrum of type a) defined earlier
J
i,
I
in this sub-seotion)
2) A frequenoy agile 1 mioro watt source which happens to
be in the lower spectral I.F. range when the speotrum
analyser is observing it, and also happens to be in the upper
speotral I.F. range when that is being monitored. ,Total
power 1 micro-watt N<Yr 2 m1oro..watt. We conclude therefore
that the speotrum analyser can only measure the povlerwi'thin
the band width of its observation, in this oase 1 r,lIIz.
The second of the two possibilities oited above is lifted from the
plane of the improbable by the faot that the speotrum analyser is followed
by a latch and hold oircuit which integrates throughout the hiVl field pulse
and indeed over many high field pulses. It would therefore "catch" any
signal sweeping through the I.F. band width whenever it ocourred durintj
the pulse (C.F. speotrum of type two in previous sub section). Equally,
if the emission frequenoy varied from pulse to pulse, beoause of the latch
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and hold integration over many pulses, a signal could be observed in any
band width currently being monitored by the speotrum analyser.
(O.F. speotrum of type 3 in previous sub seotion).
Thus an observation of powers of order 1 mioro watt per WIz band
width is fundamental to the observational system. It may not be
multiplied by the total frequenoy ranee over whioh emission is seen to
ooour, namely 1 GIlz, to give a total apparent power of 1 milli-watt. This
latter power is in faot the maximwn power whioh this observation oould
imply if emission at all the speotral frequenoies oo-existed throuehout
eaoh high field pulse. The aotual power depends upon the correlation of
the adjaoent MHz band widths, or, the real time dependenoe of the
power speotrum.
A second qualifioation is neoessary regarding this estimate of the
power emitted. This follows from one of the foregoing possibilities
namely of an emission frequenoy whioh ohanges during the hieb field pulse.
The high field pulse of 5 mioro seo duration has been ohosen to be somewhat
longer than 1/(I.F. band width) in order that the speotrum analyser may
respond to inooming signals. However, if a narrow (8 f « 1 r,nIz)
speotral line is sweeping linearly aoross the 1 Gtlz speotral range shown
in Fieure 9 in 5 mioro seo, then the time spent in any 1 lmz frequenoy rane/)
is only 5 % 10-9 seo. Thus any signal deteoted by the speotrum analyser
is deteoted with a muoh reduoed sensitivity. An estimate of this
reduotion is readily obtained if the speotrum analyser is likened to a
tuned oiroui t of oentre frequenoy 3 GIlz and band pasa half width of 1 r,lHz.
The objeotive is then to oaloulate the response of suoh a oirouit to an
input osoillatory funotion whioh it "sees" for only 5 x 10-9 seconds,
The' proposed equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 12.
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ioJtTaking the emf as E e gives
o
L i! .+ RI + 1 fidt. E eiWtdt C J J 0
This equation has a "particular integral", I • Io e bt
where
-<t .The complementary function is ot the form Ae where ~ is given by
Io • Ej(iwL + R - i/Cw )
• - i E (.L> /L(w - tJ) ) (w - i» )o + _
" • li!. +0:>.,. 2L--,',
A(~ + R + ~) • 0
Thus
• A+ exp (6+ t) + A_ exp (e_ T)
Combining the particular integral and the complementary function we
Boundary conditions ot zero current and stored oharge at zero time
applied to this equation for the current and its integral for the
charge give
obtain the general solution
I. A+ exp(e+ t) + A_ exp (e_ t)
i E OJ exp(iwt)__ ...::0::..... _
L (w - w ) (w _ w )
+ -
E ( -1,,, exp i w to - -
I • R. P. L (w _~)( w _w , -
- - + (w+ - w J«(U - w )- +
1 Eo\):).-,- ----------
L ( w- uJ+)( w _ 0>_)
Eo
L (~- W )(w - os )+ -
After some manipulation the solution 1s thus
_ i ("~exp iGAJt )
(w _ CA) )( ()J_ ()o) )
+ -
Writing tu + • + ~ +i8,
- 0
we obtain
R.P.
I
I
I:
I
r
1
t
The non-osoillatory power in the resistor at infinite time
2 2/* Eo c,.)) R
R I I. L2
is given by
Whioh is readily shown to be a maximum when
2 2 + r 2w - Wo 0
and to fall to half maximum power when
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8 • 60.5 x 10
3 x 109
Thus sinoe the speotrum analyser represented by the tuned oircuit
of Figure 12 has a oentre frequenoy of 3GHz and band-width of 1 MHz
tv •o
The power absorbed by the resistor at a time t such that w» t-1»cf'o
2cft
t.
t
;
u
i,~
I
I
Thus with the assumption that a narrow speotral line sweeps over the
-61 GHz range of speotral emission shown in Figure 9 in 5 x 10 secs.
(i.e. the high field pulse duration) tit", the time spent in any 1 VrI-Iz
bandwidth is 5 x 10-9 secs. Therefore the observed power in a 1 10mz
bandwidth of 1 mioro-watt implies an aotual power of approaching
1 milii-watt per MHz bandwidth. If however, the frequenoy emitted
during eaoh pulse is oonstant, but varies from pulse to pulse
(speotrum' of type 3) the actual power is 1 mioro·watt.
Finally, if all frequenoies are simultaneously present in each
pulse, (speotrum type 1) then the power is again of order 1 mill-watt.
5.3 Concluding Comments
In this seotion observations of microwave emission from GaAa have
been desoribed, which are demonstrated to be a oonsequence of amplifioation
of T.E.M. waves within the specimen oavity. CharaoteristiO threshold
electrio fields, and N.A. products ooour as expected. However, the short
term speotral width and in oonsequenoe the power emitted remain uncertain.
If the speotra presented thus far represent the short term speotral width
(i.e. if the spectral width observed with an observational time of S8.y 10-8
6 .seos instead of 5 x 10- seos is identioal) then, as we ehall ehow in the
next seotion, some alternative explanation of the mechanism of
microwave generation is necessary. The following seotion is therefore
devoted to an examination of the speotral width and power, and, in turn
to aohieving an understanding of the mechanism of miorowave generation.
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6. The Mechanism of Microwave Generation I The Form of the
Emission Spectrum
Foregoing sections have employed the conoept of an aotive
"Fabry P'rot" etalon in whioh emission stems from round trip gain
of noise within a oavity, We now have to relate the speotrum to be
expeoted from such a system to that observed experimentally. This
problem is taokled from a theoretical standpoint initially. As a
result of this work, the relationship between the speotral power and
speotral width will emerge as of tundamental importance to an understandine
of the meohanism of miorowave generation. In the latter half of this
Section experiments speoifioally designed to evaluate the short term
spectral width and power will be desoribed. The three, basio forma
of emission speotrum, which it has been pointed out in Seotion 5 oannot
be distinguished by the latoh and hold equipment, will be distinguished
experimentally.
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I 6.1 Theoretioal Relationship of Speotral Width and Power
In Seotion 2 wa"used a rather simple argument to prediot a very
,narrow emission speotrwn from a Fabry Perot etalon, having round trip ga.in.
The observations of emission from both n-Ge and GaAs have however been of
anything but a narrow emission speotrum. Indeed, the speotrum Is muoh
more reminisoent of amplified noise than of a wall defined speotral line.
We are therefore foroed to oonsider the possibility of the observed
emission arising from a oavity filled with noise souroes, but not h~ving
round trip gain.
In this Seotion we first disouss the expeoted emission speotrum from
a linear array of elemental noise souroes within a oavity. It will be
shown that the expeoted speotralwidth is not inoompatible with that
observed experimentally partioularly in the oase of GBAs. However when
the power expeoted from such a system is oaloulated, this will be shown
to be inoompatible with the experimental results. This Seotion oonoludes
that it I
The aotual speotral power were muoh lower than previous
observations suggested then the emission oould oome trom a
noise amplifying oavity.
The speotral width were muoh smaller than previous
observations suggested then the emission could come from a
oavity osoillator i.e. a oavity having internal round trip gain.
6.1.1 Emission Speotrum trom a Linear Array of Noise Souroes
ii)
within a Cavity
We oonsider the emission from a linear array of unoorrelated
elemental noise sources within a oavity. The oavity is asowned not
to have round trip gain. The noise souroes are arrayed along the
devioe as shown in Figure 1. We avoid the oomplexity of the
non-uniformity parallel to the applied eleotrio field by aSBuming a
net resultant noise emission from the whole elemental height ot
the sample.
------------"~-.-.--"---..--
\A souroe of radiation of amplitude Ao is assumed, where
the temporal dependenoe is implioit, and may be regarded as being
oarried in Ao' Then for a souroe at a point x along the oavity the
emitted signal in the positive x direotion is
A • Ao exp(i k(a-x) ). T. (1 + r ei k a r ei k a )
where k is the wave number of waves propagating through the N.D.C.
medium and T and r are the eleotromagnetio surfaoe transmission and
refleotion oo-effloients. Assuming that no frequenoy has round trip
gain this beoomes
• Ao ei k(a-x) T( 1 )1 _ r2 e2 i k a
The total power emitted must be obtained by adding the powers
rather than amplitude of the unoorrelatedelemental noise sources
along the x axis. The non osoillatory power emerging along + x_
from an element S x
•
After some manipulation this can be shown to reduoe to
where .~ jr,5· 4<lea2 + k12) [<lea + ko)2 + k/J f + 0( 2) (
A12 + B2 + c2 + D2) + 2(1 - 0{ 2)(A1B + CD)
+ 2.j [<112- A/ + D2 - C
2
) Cos + + 2 Sin + (lIC - A1D)]
where T and R have been expressed in terms of ka
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ki and ko and
A1 • ka2 - ki
2
+ ko
2
The total power from this array ot souroes is then
A 8
P • JA A*dX • Po 5·1.-21<:1 (a-x) dX
0
0
Po~ (: _ e-2k1& )• -2k1
providing there is no round trip gain within the cavity.
We assume ki is frequency independent and set. e-
2k1a • 1
as a typioal value~ The fairly oharaoteristio values of ka' a,
and k , implied by the results of Figure 9 ot Seotion 5 at the
.0·
.centre ot the speotrum then yield a predioted speotral width of
J'.t.~...L
f • 2.7
This result is very similar to the results obtained
experimentally, partioularly when GaAs speoimens are employed. It
.would, in itself, seem to indioate that the emission observ~d is
muoh more likely to be assooiated w1th this type of noise
amplifioation process than with a round trip gain process. However,
there is a fundamental limit upon the amount of gain possible within
.the oav1tybefore the onset of round trip gain i.e.
12ki8 < .! ~ 3e 2 /Ir
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In contrast, thermal noise is at a very much lower power level
than those power levels at whioh the present signals are observed;
thus we may oontrast the 1 mioro watt per MHz band width observed
with the room temperature noise in a one MHz band width of
0-231 • 300
There must therefore be some considerable doubt as to whether noise
oould be amplified to the observed power levels without round trip
gain, and the consequent onset of line narrowing in the
emission spectrum.
6.1.2 The Power Spectrum from R Noise Amplifier
In this Seotion we estimate the power to be expeoted from a
noise amplifier, in relation to the width of the associated spectrum~
The underlying method by whioh this problem is approaohed is derived
from some work by Gordon, Zeiger and Townes(1). However, the
derivation of the fundamental equations is oonsiderably simpler, and
the mode of their applioation to the present problem is of course
neoessarily different.
We represent the speoimen within the transmission line by
the sohematio diagram shown in Figure 2(a).
Noise powers Pa, Pb, Pc' are oonsidered to enter the cavity
from the transmission lines a and b and from the oavity walls c
" ,respeotively. Similarly powers Pa Pb and Po leave the
oavity for transmission lines a and b and the oavity wallo respeotivoly., . ,
In thermal equilibrium Pb - Pb • Pa - Pa • Po - Po • 0
I
I
Philosoph,y of the AnR.l.ysis
When the system is not in equilibrium, having a neBative
resistance medium within the oavity, the same noise is generated
in a, b, and 0, and powers Ph ' Pb ' and Po enter the oavity.a a a,
However, the powers leaving the oavity, Pa ' Pb and P havea a °a
now olearly inoreased. The power leaving the oavity for tranAmissioll •
•line b, Fb is olearly derived from Fa and Pc ' providing that
"a . a a
the switch to negative resistanoe has added fI new noise source: Then
I
!
+ P
I. 0a
where Tb and Tb are the miorowave transmission oo-effioient fora 0
energy entering the oavity from a or 0 and leaving along b. These
transmission ooeffioients will be caloulated in terms of various
Qa of the system. Sinoe the emergent power is measured and the
noise power is known, it is possible to evaluate the systems Q.
Thus the emission speotral width is obtained as a funotion of the
emission power, as required.
Caloulation of Transmission Coeffioients
We may ole~li writ.s
Loss of power to b + P •
• Pa • - °aa Loss of power to
band 0
Loss of power to b
Loss of power to b and a
-----------------~-------~------~~
* We shall return to this assumption at a later stage. We
also assume that B,fter entry no power 1s refleoted back along its
port of entry.
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sinoe power entering the oavity from a, P must finally leave theaa
oavity via ports b or o. Thus
QLaa QLa0,
Po Pb (1 )Pb - Pb • P .- + - -a ~ ~ • • •a a a a a
where Q a • 27i Stored energy in oavity/energy lost to port
0( per oyo1e, QL is ~he loaded oavity Q in the abeence of the
1 1 1 1negative resistanoe, i.e. Q • Q + CL + Q '
L a"""b 0
QL% 1s the loaded Q, negleoting an1 power loss to port x, e.g.
and QL x is the loaded Q, negleoting any loss of power to port %awhen the oavity has a negative resistanoe medium within it.
It now remains to caloulate the powers entering the oavity
from the respeotive porte. We employ an equivalent circuit for
this purpose which is shown in Figure 2b.
In Figure 20 we inolude the souroe of amplitude E, a source
impedance R , transmission lines of impedanoe Z to the specimens 0
oavity and away from it and a load impedanoe RL, The system would
in praotise be matched and we therefore set RL • Rs • z •o This
oomplete equivalent cirouit is now readily transformed into
equivalent elements whioh all lie within the oavity as shown
in Figure 2d thus simplifying the problem.
In equilibrium the net power entering the oavity from the
source, P is equal to that dissipated in the oavitv and load,source t1
Psouroe. I2I* • \R + M2 Zo}
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remembering that Rs • RL • Zo·
.hi.:A maximum power ofPo· is available from the souroe when
[
2 2.4 Zo
matohed. E is delivered to the souroe pluB matohed load
. 2 Zo
but only a halt ot this is available t~ the load]. Thus the·
fraotion of power entering the oavity is
Psouroe
Po •
4 N2Z (R + M2Z )
002
(rzo + R + M2ZoiJ. + (0,L - tel
, CAJoL' 1
now the unloaded Q is C\t. R • ~ eR
L"Wo
•
and loaded Q is
woL
and external Qs are ~oad • M2Z
o
Qsouroe •
Thus after some algebra
• • •
So long as this system does not osoillate, equation 2 remains
valid even if the dissipation within the oavity is negative.
Thus when the oavity has a negative resistanoe element within it'we
have
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sinoe the Q of the souroe has olearly not been ohanged though
looking in at the port used by the souroe the remaining
Q, QL souroe oertainly appears to have ohanged to some new
1 0_ souroeva ue ~ •
a
In the terms of the oirouit of Figure 2(a) therefore
p 1/ (~ • QLA
O
)°A (3)- .
-~Ar • ••Po C y 1 (~2QLA + 4' ""oA
end
p 1/(Qa • Q a)aA LA (4)- . 2 _':Ar • • •Po (2~J+ t(:':
• • •
substituting (3), (4) and (5) in Equation (1) therefore,
• •• (6)
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where P has been set equal to the thermal noise of KT per unit
o .
bandwidth. Consequently all powers "P" are hereafter in uni ta
of noise power per unit bandwidth.
We note that I
(1) If Q~ • ~ there is no net noise exohange
a
bet~een the oavity and the transmission line b,
whioh is of oourse oorreot.
then at the fre'quenoy ~.c.u
oa
infinite power is emitted. This is of vourse the
threshold for osoillation at a oavity mode, and the
theory beoomes invalid at this point.
(3) Equation 6 is equalent to equation 29 in Reference 1. .
This equation relates the spectral power output and spectral
bandwidth as required; the seoond point above is of oourse just
one extreme of this relationship.
, In order to remove soma of the unknown terms in Equation 6 we
'integrate over frequenoy to find the power in a certain bandwidth,2D1•
If we consider operation below, say, 10 mIz, the slcpe mobility of
GaAs is largely frequency independent as shcwn by Figure 1 and 2
I
I
l
f,
of Section 5. Thus we assume no suppressed frequency dependence in
Equation 6, and further that the power of interest is olose to
the oavity resonanoe, so that, .
I
~
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where (~
Wo
A
c.Y. J 2{c:.u - (.~ )
. o. A # °A- - ~ ---....::.::..w. 0.>0
A
has been used. Hence
D~ . . (-2QL1 t -1 A- an
0>0
A
• • •
Having an experimental observation of one micro-watt ot microwave
power per MHz bandwidth from GaAs, we now oaloulate for comparison
the power predioted in suoh a bandwidth. For a 1 MHz band\'Vidth'we
have 106 - D «oJ - 3 x 109• Thus expanding the inverse
1 ,oA
tangent funotion, (for QL is known from the same experimental
a
observation to be small)
we have +6.
J
3 GHz + 10 QL
Gp d-? 2 ~ A
3 GHz - 10~6
Writing we have
• • •
From Equation 6, the speotral halt power points oocur when
(0)
Thus the speotral width
• • •
and with Equation 8
8 P1 UIIz • • • •
On the basis of the refleotion oo-effioient of a GaAs/air surface,
•
~ may be estimated as ~ 3, end from the experimental work
(Seotion 5), the overall speotral width when the power was
estimated was ~ 1 GHz, whllst oJ was ~ 3 x 109 Hz.
• °A •
Thus
2
~ 2 KT1T (3 x 109)
3 x 109 QL
• •• (10J.)
• 1.75 x 10-11 Watt
QL
Now Pb oannot be larger than the total noise power generated
a1 ~mz
in transmission line b in a 1 MIlzbandwidth whioh is
1.37 ::r; 10-23• '300 x 106 ~ 4. 10-15 watt and is therefore
•
negligible.
Clearly then, from (10a), powers of 1 mioro-watt oannot be
predioted on the basis of this noise amplifier model, and an overall
speotral bandwidth of 1 Gllz. Nor oan any refuge be fO'W'ldin
questioning the earlier assumption that the negative resistance
prooess is noise tree, for even if a huge eleotron noise temperature
" .
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of 30,OOOoK is assumed and attributed to all noise generators in the
*system, ade~uate powers are still not predioted.
We now reverse the computational procedure, and assume that
.the power in e~uation (10) is to be 10-G watts as observed with
a speotrum analyser having a resolution of 1 MHz. The magnitude of
~ indicates that QL is ~ 3,
Thus,with Equation 10,
8 -5Sy d& cP 1. 10
.. °A QL
•~. ••• (11 )
in contrast with the experimental value of 109 Hz. (For future
referenoe we note in passing that a power of 1 mill-watt would imply
a line width of 60 Hz).
We oonclude that the speotral breadth and power cannot be
simultaneously aooounted for by the noise amplifier model. E~ually
,..however, the Fabry Perot osoillator seems incompatible with the very
broad observed speotra. On the other hand, the experimental data is
beyond reproaoh. The only loop-hole lies in the unoertainties
introduoed in Seotion 5 ooncerning the interpretation of the latoh anI
hold observation. Vienow therefore prooeed to further experimental .
work, work whioh is speoifioally intended to distinguish between the
three forms of speotra whioh, as pointed out in Seotion 5, oould not
be resolved by the latoh and hold system.
-------------------------------------
* A seoond method of derivation is possible in whioh the power of
Equation G is integrated over a wider speotrum range and this total emitted
miorowave power e~uated to the power generated within the sample volwne
J'a--ve ~ devol) Here ~-ve is the negative slope oonduotivity,
and EaF,the miorowave field amplitude,is set e~ual to 1 XV/om. This latter
figure is .intended to represent a reasonable est,imate of the possible
fluotuation amplitude. On oaloulating the speotral line width, again a
result whioh is inoompatible with experiment is obtained.
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FIGURE 3
Emission spectra with biasing pulse an1r>li"tu(lesof 9.5 volts (top)
10 volts (middle) ~~d 11.5 volts (lower). The centre fre~uency is
16.9 GHz, and the dispersion 1 GHz across the screen. Vertical
(loearit~~c) sensitivity of 5 d3/cm.

6.2 Experimental Investigation of the nature of the I!hission Speotrum
Interest in this Seotion is onoe again oonfined to speoimens
having N.L. below the oritioal value for domain formation.
6.2.1 Demonstration of Eleotrio Field Dependenoe of
Emission Frequenoy
.We first exploit the higher powers available from GaAs than
n-Ge by using a lees sensitive form of reoeiver, a panoramio
reoeiver. This reoeiver has a major advantage over the very
sensitive Hewlett Paokard speotrum analyser employed thus fa.r, in
that it has no looal osoillator and intermediate frequenoy stages.
Thus, it does not have the usual problem of spurious image frequencies.
Furthermore, because it employs a YIG filter pre-seleotor any pulse
break-through inadvertently allowed merely saturates the filt~T p,nd
no signal is observed rather than spurious responses being produced.
The disadvantage of this equipment is that outputs oannot be
taken away to a pen reoorder, nor can "bright up" pulees be applied.
Instead, photographio integration of the display at low ambient
soreen intensity, has to be employed. In oonsequenoe the
,-
photographs presented here are poor, the general glow from the tube
.phosphor having bu~lt up during the photographio display. The
remaining high field pulse souroe and speoimen mounting in miorostrip
transmission line remains unohanged from the previous systems
desoribed.
In Figure 3 some emission speotra are shown from a speoimen
of 5.3 x 1014 free oarriers/co. 2.45 mm in the "A" dimension Rnd
8 miorons in the "L" dimension. A number of shorter test samples
from the same epitaxial layer and therefore also 8 miorons thiok
gave no emission. Thus the sample may oertainly be regarded as
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spaoe oharge stable. It will be seen that the present longer
sample not only oaoillates, but provides evidence of an inoreasinG
speotral breadth with an inoreasing amplitude of high field pulee.
This observation demonstrates the eleotrio field dependenoe
of the emission frequenoy an~or speotral width. If the voltage
pulse is not flat, as is indeed the oase, these two oonclusions
reduoe to one and the same, namely that the emission frequency
is eleotrio field dependent. Equally, if there is a variation of
the biasing electrio field from pulse to pulse, these two aeain
reduce to a simple eleotrio field dependence of the emission frequency.
Sinoe the voltage swept out by the biasing pulse is much greater
than any pulse to pulse irreproduoibility the former case ia favoured.
The source of the eleotrio field dependenoe of the emission
frequenoy is readily looated, for the effeotive dieleotrio oonstant
ia known to be eleotrio field dependent. (See reaults of
Gibson et a\2)or Seotions 2 and 3, or Figures 1 and 2 of Seotion 5) •.
Thus the "optioal lensth" of the oavity will va:ry during a hieh field
pulse of varying amplitude, sweeping the no~nal modes of the oavity
aoross the frequenoy speotrum.
Other leas direot sources of this observed eleotrio field
dependenoe of the emission frequenoy are for example sample heating,
or the formation of a oarrier aocumulation layer. Furthermore, the
existence of both of these mechanisms cannot be denied, nor oan they
be proved insignifioant. However, each of these mechanisms must
finally effect the emission frequenoy through the permittivity. In
the oase of lattice heating through repurouasions upon the relaxation
times, and therefore the eleotron distribution funotion, whilst in
the oase of the aooumulation layer through looal variations in the
plasma frequenoy.
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FIGURE 4
Current and voUe.ee pulses. The upper vol tl_~ee pulse is displayed
with So sensitivity or 5V/c~.!,on a tir:le scale or 200 n-sec/cm.
The current pulse is obta.ined with a sensitivi-ty or 10 amp/ern.

The faot that no suoh effeot has been observed when using
the latoh and hold system is possibly attributable to the small range
of eleotrio field strengths over whioh this effeot is to be eeen.
At higher field strengths, the speotrum appears uniformly broad
irrespeotive of the preoise magnitude of the high field pulse,
An alternative reason is to be found in the difference between
the two observational systems. If the present low brightness/
photographio integration system is, as one would expeot, very slow
to respond, it would favour the nat portions of the pulse whore little
frequenoy sweeping is ooourring. As the high field pulse is then
inoreased in amplitude the displaoement of the emission spoctrum
may be more readily discovered. Certainly differing response speeds
oould aooount for different apparent speotral widths. The ma.jor
oonolusion of this seotion has been demonstrated, namely that the
emission speotral breadth is eleotrio field dependent, and a mechanism
provided. Some further supporting data whioh is of oonsiderable
interest, proving qualitative support for these ideas is presented
in the remainder of this seotion 6.2.1.
It will be reoalled that at an earlier stage it was found
neoessary to use slow rising and falling edges on the high field
pulses to prevent spurious signal generation. This feature, though
essential when employing the highly sensitive latoh and hold system
does, never the less, provide an ideal high field pulse, see Figure 4
for suoh speotral broadenine to ooour. It remains however to ahow
oonolusively that this is the souroe of the present speotral width,
that is, to distinguish between frequenoy sweeping and pulse to
pulse irreproduoibility of the speotrum.
In order to improve the high field pulse rather more than
was possible merely by removing the slowing oirouits alrea~ disoussed,
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FIGURE 5
Voltage pulse at sensitivity of 5V/om and 200 nseo/cm.

FIGURE 6
Upper (A) and lower (C) photoara.r>hs are of the emission spectrum.
It is masked to TIl'l.ker>hotography possible, thus only the horizontal
axis contains inro:-crna.tionrela.ting to the frequencY' of emission. The
Upper photograph (A) has a dispersion of 4.3 GHz a.cross the screen
a.n.dcentre freCluency of 16.1 GHz. In the Lower case (C) the
dispersion is reduced to 0.1 GUz.
The centre picture (:3) is or ·the l'l3nOrarnicreceiver's sweep waveform.
It is recorded on a time scale or 10 milli sec/em.

a mercury wetted relay was introduced. This system operates
upon precisely similar principles of pulse formation, by reflection
of voltage steps within transmission lines, as those used in the
earlier pulse generator. It has the advantage of a higher speed pulse,
see, Figure 5, but the disadvantage of a low, highly irreBUlar, P.R.F.
Using the mercury wetted relay pulse generator similar but
somewhat narrower emission speotra were obtained. The low P.R.F.
of this devioe made these speotra very diffioult to photograph.
However, the qualitative trend to a narrower speotrum would again
seem to favour a frequenoy sweeping meohanism during eaoh high
field pulse.
The irregular P.R.F. from this relay was found to be
associated with the transistorised flip flop used to drive the
solenoid which moves the reed. It was found that, by driving thie
relay from the 50 ope supply through a variao, this irregularity was
drastioally reduoed, (by some 103 times in mean pulse to pulse
jitter). Having made this step forward, the emission spectrum
shown in Figure6(a) was obtained under the same oonditions as in
Figure 4, but synohronising the panoramio reoeiver sweep to a 50 cpa
pulse from a mercury wetted relay.
The apparent conolusion that the spectrum ia momentarily
very narrow, and being swept by the high field pulse cannot, however,
be drawn from this result alone. The reason is that the sweep
ramp (Figure 6(b)) of the panoramio receiver is very slow and is
synchronised to the high field pulse. Thus on the time Boale of
the high field pulse, the panoramio reoeiver sweep is essentially
stationary and samples only one frequenoy window, and the same ona
in eaoh suooessive pulse. (A window of width equal to the I.F.
bandwidth). Consequently any signal occurring WITHIN THE PULSE
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DURATION AND AT THIS FREQUEnCY is superimposed upon the C.R.T.
display eaoh time a pulse oocurs. Henoe the very bright and
very narrow emission spectrum. This explanation is confirmed
by Figure 6(0) in whioh a line of about 1 mm breadth oorresponds
to a signal line width of i MHz resolved using a system havin8 a
video band-width of 3 MHz. This is of oourse impossible.
What this observation does do, is onoe again lend support
to the growing oonviction that there is a high degree of pulse to
pulse reproduoibility of the emission speotral frequenoies. Suoh
observations would all therefore seem to support a oonolusion that
frequenoy sweeping is ooourring within the high field pulse. It
remains however to demonstrate this unequivooally, and then to
measure the short term speotral line width.
6.2.2 Demonstration of Frequenoy Sweepins within a Hieh
Field Pulse,and Power Measurement
The speotrum analyser is an instrument whioh is speoifioally
designed to provide high frequenoy resolution, and does BO at the
expense of its time resolution. Henoe, the spectrum analyser is
not the ideal instrument with whioh to disoover the time dependanoe
of the present emission speotrum.
The frequenoy distribution within a high field pulse of a
mioro-seoond total duration is required. It is therefore neoessary
to make time measurements with an accuracy of perhaps 10-7 sees.
implying that a speotral resolution down to 10 MHz is to be sought.
A devioe whioh oan be arranged to provide suoh an admixture of
*resolutions in the time and frequenoy domains is the balanced mixer •
... _------------------------------------
* Qf oourse there is no fundamental differenoe between this devioe
and a speotrum analyser with no frequenoy sweeping faoility.
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PLATE 1
X Band ,Uix:ar

:Balanoing a pair of mixers is simply a teohnique for discriminating
against (looal oscillator) noise. The inooming signal is divided in
half by a balanoed ooupling device such as a 3 dB coupler (Figure 7).
Outgoing signals from such a device are then 900 out of phase. When
mixed with the looal osoillator signal,I.F. signals are developed which
are 1800 out of phase. Looal osoillator noise in eaoh channel is however
in phase. :Byusing diodes of opposite polarities in the two channels,
outputs are developed whioh may be added to provide noise rejection and I.F.
eignal 'retention.
A suitable choioe of the head amplifier bandwidth is then made to
allow the neoessary time resolution of 10-7 seos~
-----,---------------------------------
:Balanoed Mixer systems were assembled for operation at both X-band,
8 - 12 GHz, and J-band, 12 - 18 GHz. The X-band system is shovm
in Plate 1. In eaoh oase a manually tunable klystron was used as
the looal osoillator, and an I.F. amplifier of centre frequency
60 MHz and bandwidth 10 MHz.
The observation oonsists merely of viewing the output from
the balanoed mixer and head amplifier when looal osoillator and
unknown signals are fed into the mixer. The system has in addition
a wave guide switching faoility allowing a signal from a dwnmy source
to be mixed with the looal osoillator in place of the real signal
:Boththe dummy souroe and the looal osoillator are oontinuous wave
devices, although the dummy source oan be 10~ modulated. Thus,
it is possible not only to make observations of emission signals with
an improved time resolution, but also to make power measurements by
the following substitutional teohnique,
"
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FIGURE 8
X Band Bal.anced m~er output as a function or time. I,ocal oscillator
frequency of 10.18 GHz I.F. amplifier centra frequency ot 60 MHz.
:Bia.singl'Ulse amplitude of 37 volts whare threshold occurs a.t25 volts.
~,,;.~ B4f,f- e oj_/ fec.(eM
...~..•'----, ----- -.

With the switoh in "position 1", the pulsed signal from the
sample is mixed with the oontinuous wave looal osoillator and the
amplitude of the deteoted signal measured. Meanwhile any power
from the dummy souroe is entering the power meter at this time.
Putting the wave guide switoh into its seoond position, a signal is
again deteoted as a result of mixing the 100% modulated dummy BOurce
signal with the looal osoillator. The dummy signal is adjusted
to give the same deteoted amplitude as the real signal gave.
Finally, on switohing baok to position 1, and switohing off the
100% modulation of the dummy sourse, a power measurement is made.
This is of oourse equal to the peak power delivered by the device.
Similarly, by reduoing the dummy signal pulse power whilst
the wave guide switoh was in its seoond position until detection was
only just possible, then switohing baok to position one, the ultimata
system sensitivity oould be obtained. Both systems had sensitivitie:l
of -75 to -80 ctBm.
X-Band Results
Using a speoimen of GaAs having 9,,6 x 1013 oarriers/oc
0.775 om long in the "A" dimension and 50 miorons in the "1" dimension,
the signal shown in Figure 8 was detected. This sample had already
been shown to osoillate in the required mode using the latoh and
hold system. The results here are of amplitude as a funotion of real
time. It will be seen that twioe during the high field pulse an
emission signal is obtained of frequenoy fkl t -60 MHz •ye ron
10.12 GHz the signal at fklystron + 60 MHz being suppressed by the
appropriately tuned wave-meter. By adjusting the looal osoillator
frequency this pair of signals oould be moved in time, and finally
oaused to merge near the oentre of the high fiel~ pulse. Clearly,
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FIGIJRE 9
In this series of 11notocra.1,)nsres\uts are shownin pairs. At each
loca.l oscillator frGT4ency, a photocr~1,)hoL the p~noramio receiver
frequency spectrum (rieht) and one of the mixer output in rea.l tim\)
(left) is provided. The former provides an i..1dioation of the
rell.l.tive values of the sie,nal and local os(~ilh'.tor frequenoios, whils~
the latter shows any mixer si8Tl:J.loutput (single sid(~-band ODora.tion)
which occurs clurine the high field pulse. Th~ panore.micreceiver
is on line sy-nc. centre frequ.ency 16.53 GHzdis'l,)ersion 3 GHzacross
screen.
It will be seen tha.t as the local oscilb.tor is movedprogt,')ssively
across the freg_uencySlJoctrumthe time at which El. .mixer. signal
occurs within the hieh field pulse is changed,
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FIGURE10
Voltage bias pulse on sensitivitl or 5V/crnand a.t a. speed or 100 nseo/cm.

therefore, the frequenoy of emission ohanges during the high field
pulse, rather than from high field pulse to high field pulse. It
is therefore a speotrum of type 2 aooording to the terminology
introduced in Seotion 5. The apparent duration of the sie~al at
f.kl - 60 MHz is not of any signifioanoe beoause of its proximityystron .
to the limit of temporal resolution for this system
(approx. 1/r.F. band\fidth). The peak pulse power measured was
300 micro-watts on several rather poor specimens. This figure is
very close tc the power estimated in Secticn 5.2 after taking acoount
cf the effeots of frequenoy sweeping upon the speotrum analyser
sensitivity.
J-Band Results
Using a sample of GaAs, having a free carrier ooncentration
of 5.3 J[ 1014/co, 'a' dimension 2.45 nuns and '1' dimension 8 mfcrona,
and known to oscillate in the required mode, the photographs shown
in Figures 9 and 10 were obtained. Onoe again these show a pair of
.
emission signals in real time, ocourring during the high field pulse,
Each picture of emission is paired with a panoramio receiver epeotrwn,
in whioh the more powerful line is the looal osoillator line. The
other line is the apparently stea~ emission line from the .sample,
whioh as has alrea~ been mentioned (Section 6.2.1) oan be obtained
by using the line synohronized facility. It provides a useful
marker with whioh to relate the local osoi11ator frequency and
approximate sample emission frequenoy, In the series of
photographs shown, the 100a1 osoi11ator has been moved across the
frequenoy range in which the sample emission speotrum ooours. The
progressive merger of the two emission signals, alreaQy desoribed
in the X-band results, is clearly shown, as the 100a1 osoillator
frequenoy is adjusted. Furthermore, the frequenoy range over whioh
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the looal osoillator must be moved in order to sweep the deteoted
I
signal through the high field pulse, is quite as large as any
emission speotrum observed uaing the latoh and hold syatem. Thus
this trequenoy sweeping etfeot not only exists but oan aooount for
the magnitude of the speotral width observed earlier.
The motion ot the emission peaks .indioates that the lowest
trequenoies ooour at the oentre of the pulse, and therefore at the
highest voltages. This ia oonsistent with the earlier observations
shown in Figure 3 ot Seotion 6.2.1 where it will be seen that the
emission speotrum is extended towards lower frequenoies as the hieh
tield pulse amplitude is inoreased. It implies that as the eleotrio
tield strength rises the average effeotive dieleotrio oontant
inoreases. It has alrea~ been pointed out that the high eleotric
field may affeot the dieleotrio oonstant either direotly through the
*hot carrier effeots or indireotly through aooumulation , or through
lattioe heating, and its reperoussions upon the oarrier "temperature".
Ot these meohanisms, the former provides a positive oontributionto
the,dieleotrio oonstant whioh, in theory decreases with inoreasing
eleotrio tield(2, 3). (See Figure 2, Se~tion 5). ~le second
meohanism provides a local die1eotrio oonstant whioh inoreases with
the biasing eleotrio field strength, owing to inoreasing oarrier
acoumulation. The final meohanism is negleoted, on the basis that
no dependenoe of the speotral width upon pulse duration waa observed
even when the pulses were muoh shorter than an estimated thermal
relaxation time. Thus, it is olear that providing no unforseen
meohanism is important, it is the etfeots ot oarrier aooumulation
-------------_ .. - .. -------- .. _--------- - -
* Referenoe to Equation 1 ot Seotion 2 wl11:show how these terms
ooour in the expression tor the effeotive permittivity.
rather than hot eleotron effeots whioh dominate the eleotrio field
dependenoe of the mean effeotive dieleotrio constant.
The plots of frequency as a fUnotion of speoimen length in
Section 5 (Figure 11) indioate that the emission speotrum usually
tends to lie in a speotral range which implies effeotive dielectric
constants inexoess of the lattioe value as predioted by theory(3).
It is important that the effeotive dieleotrio oonstant should be in
exoess of the lattice value for oonsistanoy with the foregoing
oomments; if there were a negative free oarrier oontribution to the
effeotive dieleotrio oonstant, no amount of carrier aooumulation
oould have explained the results of the previous paragraph. The
increasing aooumulation aooompanying inoreasing eleotrio fields would
have inoreased the negative contribution to the dieleotrio consbarrt
from the free carriers, so reduoing the total dieleotrio constant.
The dependenoe of the mean dieleotrio constant upon eleotrio
field in GRAs is evidently not the same as that in n-Ge. (See the
results at the bridge measurements of effeotive dielectrio constant
in n-Ge. Seotion 3). .IIowever, if the foregoing conolusion is
correot, that carrier acownulation is the dominant prooess in this
material, then the disparity is not surprising, aooumulation effects
having been shown to be much weaker in n-Ge than GaAs (Sea Figure.3~
in Seotion 3 and Figure 6 in Seotion 5).
Finally, the peak pulse pO\germeasured uaing the J-BlUld
mixer was 4 miIli-watts.
We oonolude that the emission frequenoy is being swept
during the high field pulse, (type 2 speotrum) and that this effect
is sufficiently large to aooount for the speotral breadths observed
using the latoh and hold system. Disous~ion of the form of the
eleotrio field dependenoe of the emisalon(frequenoy has shown thnt
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the dominant effect is the eleotrio field dependence of the
.aooumulation layer, and that the free oarrier oontribution to
the dieleotrio oonstant is oapaoitative in aocordanoe with theory
and the results of Seotion 5. F!nally, the peak pulse powers
observed by X- and J-Band systems are of the order of 1 mi11i-watt,
and therefore consistent with the estimates made in Seotion 5.2
when the reduced sensitivity of the speotrum analyser to Type 2
speotra was aooounted for.
6.2.3 Intrinsio Speotral Line Width
We have oonoluded that the speotrum is being ewept by the
applied high field pulse, consequently the intrinaioline width
remains unoertain. To measure this we use a modifioation of
the J-band balanced mixer system already desoribed. In this observation
we mix the signal from the devioe with itself in one ohannel only. L\
eo doing, the sum and difference frequenoies are generated by all
those signals reaching the mixer diodes almultaneouslx (with the
approximation that the diode is infinitely fast).. The mixer
diode is then followed not by a head &npllfier, as before, but by a
speotrum analyser. Use of this latter inst~nent is possible in
spite of the foregoing remarks oonoerning the interrelation between
bandwidth and time resolution. This is beoause the self-mixine
process effeotively provides the "instantaneous" nature of the
measurement. Vfuatthe spectrum analyser cannot see of course is
any variations in this mixing line width ,during the high field puls~,
sinoe it has a band width of 1 r.nIz. It should also be noticed that
the line width determined here does not define the frequenoy of
operation to the accuraoy of that line width. It defines the line
width of a rapidly changing frequenoy whose actual value is not
determined at any time during the high field pulee.
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This measurement showed a low frequenoy self mixed signal
extending up to 125 IJHz when a speotrum analyser of -80 dBm
sensitivity was used. Self-mixed signals were however very werne
throughout the observable speotral range from 10 to 125 MHz. At
the low frequenoy end of the speotrum the signal was perhaps
10 dB above the noise level of the speotrum analyser, and it
deoreased uniformly as high frequenoies were approaohed, where it
finally fell below the noise level.
Even if a mixer effioienoy of only 1% is assumed, the present
down converted power of approximately 10-11 watts ai 10 JvnIzwould
imply that the mixing signals are well out in the "skirts" of the
4 milli-watts observed from this devioe at J-band. Thus we conolude
that the line width is much smaller than 50 MHz.
6.3 Summary of the Form of the Emission Speotrum
In Seotion 6.1 theoretioal arguments were used to show the
inadequacy of a nOBe amplifier model to explain the power and speotral
width, measured in Seotion 5 using the latch and hold system. In
oonsequenoe it became necessary to make a further careful examination of
the emission spectrum with particular emphasis upon its width and power.
The following experimental work of Seotion 6.2.1 showed first that the
observed speotral width waa eleotrio field dependent, and that this was
related to the eleotric field dependence of the free oarrier dieleotrio
oonstant. Following this, further meamlrements with a mixer system (6.2.2)
demonstrated the variation of the emission frequenoy during a high field
pulse, and revealed peak power levels in the region of 1 milli-watt.
The detailed behaviour of the frequenoy as a funotion of eleotrio field
allowed the following oonolusions to be drawn. The free oarrier
aocumulation is an important meohanism in determining the eleotrio field
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dependence of the speotral frequency and the free oarriers are behaving
oapaoitatively. Finally, in Seotion 6.2.3 a first attempt has been
made to measure the intrinsio emission line-width. It haa been shown
to be very muoh less than 50 MHz. Sinoe this measurement was made upon
a tundamental frequenoy of ~ 15 GHz a fraotional line width
"
of ·.1/300ia clearly established. However in the absence of a true
line width, no comparison can yet be made with the line width of
.60 MHz predicted (Seotion 6.1.2) for a noise amplIfier operating at a
power level of 1 milli-watt per MHz bandwidth. For suoh a line width
to be observed the devioe would o~ oourse have to be operated oontinuously
rather than pulsed.
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· 7. Observations of Microwave Emission from OaAs Samples which
are Space Charee and Electromagnetically Unstable
In this seotion we present some observations of the miorowave
emiesion from GaAs when both eleotromagnetio and spaoe charge systems
are unstable. The work in this area ie, however, not persued
at length beoause Ono(1) and co-workers have reoently reported some
measurements which fall into this category and because of the
similarity whioh we find between this region and the low N.L. region
alrea~ described. We therefore report here those initial measurements
whioh have been made, for the sake of completeness.
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FIGURE 1
Emission spectrum with vertioa.l amplHude masked to make pho'~oeraphy
Possible. The (horizonta.l) centre frequenoy is 4 GHz and dispersion
8 mlz across the screen.
Biasing Pulse amplitudes of 45 volta, 48 volts, 50 volts are employed,
COllll'lencin5at the lower photoera.ph of the pa.ge.
On the 6eoo1111pl'l.ge,biasing pulse amplitudes are 52 volts, 55 volta
and 56 volts, again commenoing at the lower photograph of the VaZO,
------- ' -- - -- ---
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7.1 Er.perime11talTeohnique and Results
The speoimen is fabrioated in the usual way, apart from the
live plane bonding prooeedure. When alloyed oontaots were made to
these speoimens, it was found that the material oleaved, owing to
residual strain within the orystal. The speoimen was therefore mounted
between live and earth planes under pressure applied through a layer of
fairly uniform sorbo rubber.
The observational system is identioal to that desoribed in
.Seotion 6.2.1 using a Panoramio reoeiver. Results are shown in Fieure 1
for a speoimen having 1 x 1015 oarriers/oo an "A" dimension of
0.2844 om, and an "L" dimension of 250 miorons. The produots NA and
NL are therefore both in exoess ot the oritioal values for their
respeotive modes of instability.
It will be seen that, like the results of Section 6 where N.L.
is less than the oritical value tor domain formation, frequencies are
moved downwards with increasing biasing eleotrio tield. (In the
photographs only the positions, and not the amplitudes of the speotral linos
are visible sinoe it was found necessary to mask a large part of the
oathode ray tube Boreen in order to make any observation), This result, ........1,,... ?;,a
is oonsistent with the only qualitative result inoluded in the abstraot
alrea~ mentioned(1), this is that a biasing voltage ohange from
24 to 40 volts produoed a change of emission frequenoy from 8.8 GIIz to 7.2 GHz.
It is pointed out that in this observation the frequency is muoh
hieher than would be expeoted from a sample, 250 microns long, undereo1ne
a simple domain mode .instabllity. On the other hand the frequency is
muoh lower than would have been expeoted from a speoimen of·only 0.284 cm
in the A d~nens1on on the basis of the results summarised in Figure 11
ot Seotion 5 which relate to eleotromagnetio instability. However, since
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the ambient free carrier concentration is now almost two orders of
magnitude greater, the effeotive dielectrio oonstant must be expeoted
. (2)to be very muoh greater too. We therefore regard this rather
low frequenoy of emission for suoh a ahort specimen as not inoonsistent
with an eleotromagnetio instability and with the foregOing data, which
. .indicates that the free oarrier oontribution to the dieleotrio oonstant
is capacitative. ~eyond this the emission is seen to have very smlilar
oharaoteristios to those alrea~ desoribed in Seotions 5 and 6 in some
detail. Thus we oonolude that the mode of operation is oomplioated,
neither spaoe oharge or eleotromagnetio instability alone being readily
oapable of aooounting for the observed frequenoy of emission. In fact,
just the behaviour whioh might be expeoted in the hybrid range of
instability. Clearly how~ver, a definitive experiment identifying the
mode of operation and its oharaoteristios has yet to be performed.
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8. Conoludins Remarks
The work whioh has been desoribed here oommenoes with the idea
that suitably polarised T.E.M. waves would exhibit amplifioation in
negative resistanoe materials. After devising experiments by whioh
this concept may be examined, experimental work upon n-Ge and GaAs was
undertaken and has been desoribed. The work upon n-Ge was direoted
primarily towards a diagnostio evaluation of Borneof the unknown
parameters of the N.D.C. prooess in that material, though during the
course of this work the first observations of the predioted eleotro-
magnetic instability were made. Observations whioh confirm the existenoe
of travelling (T.E.M~) wave amplification in suitably biased negative
differential conductivity media.
The diagnostic measurements made upon n-Ge, though imperfeot for
many reascns, have been proved substantially correct by subsequent
publications of other workers. In particular the velocity field curve,
Figure 13 cf Section 3, indicates very good agreement between the
integrated results ct the present experiment and other contempcrary data.
The more demanding measurement is of course that of the slope mobility.
In Seotion 3 the maximum negative slope mobility was found to be in excess
of 50 cm2 volt seo whilst in Section 4 an alternative technique of
measurement indioate that the maximum negative mobility was 300 cm2/Vsec.
at 11°~ The latter figure has subsequently been oonfirmed by the
work of Neukerman. A threshold electrio field of 2.95 XV/om in the
<100> direotion,a frequenoy oeiling for NDC ot 5 Gllz, and the absenoe ot
NDC in the < 111~ direction have also been indioated for n-Ge at 77°X
during the oourse of this work.
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In gallium arsenide more powerful miorowave emission was aohieved,
and consequently a series of tests were undertaken which were designed
to elucidate some of the fundamental characteristics of the emission
speotrum. Although the breadth of the emission speotrum seemed to
imply that amplified nO~Be wa.sbeing observed, this conolusion was
not substantiated when the observed power was compared with that to be
expeoted from a noise amplifier. More detailed examination of the
spectrum revealed that the emission speotrum was in faot more powerful
and narrower than initial measurements had indioated. Peak power levels
in exoess of a mllli-watt and line widths of less than 50 MHz were
finally detected. Further work is, however, neoessary in order to
measure the actual line-width. This having been done, some comparison
of power and line width is required using both the theoretical approach
introduced in Seotion 6 and a theoretioal description of the device
when behaving as a saturated osoillator. The latter theory would be
formidable owing to problems of both non-uniformity and non-linearity
and has yet to be undertaken.
Finally we would mention the devioe aspeots of the present work,
It was expected that the electromagnetio instability would have some
advantages over the space charge instability as a mechanism by which to
extract miorowave energy from suitably biased NDC media. These thoughts
were based upon the fact that at a given frequenoy of operation, the
spaoe-charge unstable device is long in a direotion parallel to the
biasing electrio field. The eleotromagnetio unstable devioe however ie
thinly spread over a large oontact area. The latter devioe therefore
has immediate advantages from the point of view of heat dissipation.
Never-the-less·the miorowave emission whioh has been obtained from GaAs
is not oompetitive with that obtained from spaoe charge unstable
Gunn osoillators either in terms of peak power cr efficienoy. This could
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well be overlooked since the" present work is at a much earlier eta.ge
of development th~ is the oonventional Gunn oscillator. However, the
extreme sensitivity of the emission frequency to the biasing electric
field strength, which haa been discovered, does not lead one to expect
that the device would be easy to use in an operational system.
The possibility of using the present T.E.M. wave amplification process
as a travelling wave amplifier at high frequenoies (35 GHz) has not yet been
examined. This possibility opens up a whole field of work which oould be
partioularly rewarding since there is a demand for a solid state amplifier
operating in this frequency range. Such an applioation also presents
a further attraotive problem; that of rendering the preaent reoiprooal
amplification prooess non reoiprocal. Unless this can be achieved,*
a pulse entering the amplifier will produoe an infinite train of amplifying
eohoes whenever presented with a signifioant missmatch. That ia, it will
osoillate. More oareful matching may prevent osoUlation, but still
cause amplified signals to appear at the input port, which is an
undesirable feature.
Clearly there is a considerable bo~ of work yet to be done upon
this novel amplifioation prooess.
------------_ .. _--------_ .. _- .... _----_ ....
* It is possible that a solution is to be found in the similarity
ot the present devioe to the maser which has alrea~ been exploited once.
(Seotion 6). In that devioe the identioal problem has been enoountered
.and solved.
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APP~rnIX II
a bi~sod sample. The procr~~ing
lan0~ee is a nodifiod version of
AlGol 60.
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APPENDIX III
HeteroRAneousl.y Loaded Miorostrip Tra.nsmission Line
It has already been pointed out that no analysis whioh deals with
the present dieleotrio geometry within a miorostrip transmission line is
known to the author. The following analysis is based largely upon work
by Assadourian and Rimai(1), but inoludes some additional features which
are neoessary in order to deal with this heterogeneous dielectric.
The teohnique employed is quite standard. Calculation of the line
impedanoe is reduoed to the problem of oalculating the line oapacity per
.unit length "C". Now this is just one of a olass of two dimensional
potential problems whioh may be solved by transformation into a new,
more convenient, co-ordinate system. The oomplex potential function F(W)
is transformed into a new co-ordinate spaoe in which the problem is simplified.
The solution is then expressed in terms of the new spaoe co-ordinates and
then transformed baok.
We oonsider a strip of zero thiokness width "b" and height "h" above
an infinite ground plane. The plane through the transmission line normal
to the direotion'of propagation is divided in half about the symmetry
axis A, At see Figure 1a. Following AssadouriaA1Jt al a oonformal mnppine
m. • 1 ... W ... Log (W)
h • •• (1a)
i.e.
'7rV -1 ( v )"h • v + Tan u
• •• (1b)
is used whioh transforms the z half plane,inwhioh the transmission
line exists into the W plane as shown in Fieure 1b.
The real potential at any point in the W plane is olearly .
• •• (2)
where r and e are the oo-ordinates in the W plane, and P1 and P2 are the, ,
potentials of the lines A 13 and AB respeotively.
The oomplex potential funotion oorresponding to ~)is
F(W) • P1+ {~2; ~1)LoB (u2 +12)t. ~1+ j (P2; ~1) Lop
• f + j t where t is the funotion oonjugate to p and r is the
radius of a flux line in W space.
In the oase of a homogeneously loaded transmission line Asaadourian
evaluates the charge between A and 13,Q,AB by taking € times the change
in ir over a oircuit of a oonductor boundary. This may be justified
as follows.
The flux ofeleotrio tield per unit length of a surfaoe S perpendicular
to the UV plane 1s
j!'d§.. J.v~· d§. .J~l+~j) .. d1 •
by GauBe theorem, where 11and~ are unit veotor 1and j being parallel
U and V and Q 1s the charge per unit length enolosed by S.- -
Now t and r must satisfy the Cauohy Rieman equations so long as p and
if are analytio.
Thus 41i Q • -)~ i -f6 J.) . d~
· -],,"10k) • d~
• -JY.Ik/,d~)
·-j~fd!
• 11 - t2
where dt is a veotor along the equipotential oontour of unit height.
Henoe
• as required
where ~2 - ~1
h
In the case of heterogeneous loading of the transmission line we assume
that the specimen boundary lies along a flux line r • r • Then Et. spec ang
is continuous aoross the specimen boundary, the flux lines remain
undistorted, and we may therefore define two independent systems in the
region ot \'I spaoe tor whioh r <: rspeo and r ~ rspeo' An empirical
argument has led Sohwartzmann(2) to the same oonolusion. In dealing
with his torm ot hetrogeneously loaded microstrip he also divides the area
around the live plane into two separate capaoitors one with dieleotrio
and one without.
Th~ total oharge is now, remembering that only halt the
transmission line has been oonsidered,
+ 2€ air £ 0
• 2 h ;. ( • [Log rB •
if € air • 1
Now if ~/hlarge
E Log r +speo a
.InR ~ If! 1a' -2h- J
Thus Ln ~ • 1 + 'U! + In (1 + 11'2hBR)a: ~ 2h s.:.;;.
Thus 2h Eo € o' [1+ 1£ + In (1 +~)Total charge - ".
+ (E - 1) Ln (r;~.)] (3)speo • • •
With equation 1b we see that if
x • 0, 1. h, then U. -1, V. 0
With r • 1, the expression for the total charge beoomesspeo
2 QJB • 2hE/. t +t + In (1 + ~ )
(e spe.· 1) In (~)]
. 2hE~e • [1+ ~ + In (1 + ~ )
(e spec • 1) (~+1 )]
•
2hE €o 0
TT [(1 + ~) ~
(1 + ~) ]
speo
+ Ln
Now the capaoitanoe per unit length, Ca • 2QAB I(Q2 - Q1)
. ~, The oharaoteristio impedanoe of the loaded transmission line is then
.vd ( pe)t (P2 ~ ~1)Z • •o 0a 2hEoe 0 [(1 +~)e (1+~) ]1T speo + Ln
Z • Jl ( ui It .1[(1 +~) e speo + Ln (1 +~)J0 2€ 0
This is the required $quation, expressing the loaded miorostrip
transmission line impedanoe in terma of the specimen and mlorostrip
dimensiona, and the complex speoimen dieleotrio constant. It holds for
*the oase where the specimen boundary lies along r • 1.speo
The final expreasion oontains a braoket (f E )i, the inverse of
the velooity of the e~eotro~agnetio wave in this hetroeeneously load~d
transmission line. This of course is unknown. However preoisely this
---------_ .. _-----------------_ .. _------
* In faot an r • 0.368 was found to provide a good "matoh" between. speo
the specimen bounds.ry and the flux lines. The charaoteristio impedanoe
is then slightly modified and substitution in equation 3 then yields
Jj'( pE )i/~.+~
2Eo L 2h
.this problem has been discuBsed(2) in the literature and a faotor K
is used to adjust the free spaoe velooity c. Thus
1
+ /, 2 (€ spec - 1)
where1! relates the hetrogeneous air/dielectrio oapaoitances to the
oapaoitanoes that would oocur if the air were replaoed with the
.substrate dieleotric. The loaded transmission line impedance may
now therefore be readily evaluated.
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